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UNDP’s work on climate change spans more
than 140 countries and USD $3.7 billion in
investments in climate change adaptation
and mitigation measures since 2008. With
the goal to foster ambitious progress
towards resilient, zero-carbon development,
UNDP has also supported the
implementation of the Paris Agreement on
Climate Change by working with countries on
achieving their climate commitments or
Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs). 

THE CARBON PAYMENT FOR
DEVELOPMENT FACILITY (CP4D)

CP4D aims to promote ambitious climate
action by supporting developing countries
implement their climate action plans. CP4D
enables participating countries and partners
to leverage carbon markets for private
climate investments that advance global
development and climate goals. It has been
designed to deliver climate and social
impacts quickly and at scale. Through a
performance-based payments modality and
carbon finance, the Facility will de-risk and
incentivise private sector investments into
projects that directly contribute towards
countries’ conditional NDCs. CP4D promotes
learning by doing through a dual goal –
building deep understanding of carbon 

ABOUT UNDP finance at the political, regulatory and
technical level while delivering climate and
social impacts quickly and at scale. By
targeting a private sector-driven approach to
NDC implementation, CP4D hopes to
stimulate lasting changes to developing
countries’ economies and frontier markets
and catalyse sustainable, low carbon
development.

Disclaimer

The views expressed in this publication are
those of the author(s) and do not necessarily
represent those of the United Nations,
including UNDP, or the UN Member States. 
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INTRODUCTION

Equip relevant government representatives
to decide countries´ participation in
cooperative approaches under Article 6.2 of
the Paris Agreement. Participants will have a
detailed overview of the requirements and
implications of their participation.

Support policymakers and technical staff in
understanding the different policy, technical
and process components required to
operationalize Article 6.2. 

UNDP is supporting countries in their capacity
building for Article 6.2 implementation and
operationalization. The UNDP Article 6.2.
Capacity Building Programme covers multiple
activities including the development of an
online Article 6.2 Training Course. 

The Article 6.2 Online Training Course has
been developed by UNDP and UNFCCC, in
partnership with SEA and the IGES, with
contributions from Gold Standard and
SustainCert. The support Guide was technically
developed by Neyen. 

This Article 6.2 Training Support Guide aims
at providing additional details to the content of
the Article 6.2 Training Course, as such is a
reference guide developed around the
structure of the online training course.

The objectives of the Article 6.2 Online Training
Course and this support guide are two-fold:
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The Article 6.2 Online Training Course
is structured around six modules:

MODULE 1. International collaboration
towards NDC achievement

MODULE 2. Engagement Policy and
implications of participation

MODULE 3. Article 6.2 projects for
transformative climate action

TRAINING MODULE

What is Article 6?

Why participate? 

What is a good Article
6.2 project?

SCOPE

MODULE 4. Transfer authorization,
registration, and corresponding adjustments

MODULE 5. Governance, Regulatory
framework, and institutional set-up

MODULE 6. Reporting to the UNFCCC

What processes need to
be in place to participate?

How do we organize
ourselves to participate?

What do we need to report
to UNFCCC in the context
of Art. 6.2?

This support guide expands on the concepts introduced in the online course. In
addition, for each module, the section Background Information and Deep Dive
further elaborates on the concepts that may be of special interest to the users.
This guide also includes several Case Studies to illustrate how countries are
operationalizing Article 6.2.
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MODULE 1.
International Collaboration
towards NDC Achievement

Options for collaboration in achieving their NDCs
Market and non-market approaches for collaboration. 
Basic introduction to Article 6.2

After this module, participants should have a good understanding of:
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The Paris Agreement was adopted by
196 Parties at COP 21 in Paris, on 12
December 2015, and entered into
force on 4 November 2016. The Paris
Agreement is a landmark in the
multilateral climate change process; it
is a binding agreement for all Parties
to undertake ambitious efforts to
combat climate change and adapt to
its effects. It is binding in the sense
that Parties must communicate their
Nationally Determined Contributions
(NDCs) which contribute to achieving
the Paris Agreement. However, there
is no compliance mechanism or
sanctions if Parties do not comply. The
approach is bottom-up, facilitating,
and non-punitive. 

The Paris Agreement
ambition cycle

temperature to well below 2 degrees
Celsius (°C) above pre-industrial levels
and to pursue efforts to limit it to 1.5°C”
(Article 2). For reaching that objective
there needs to be “a balance between
anthropogenic emissions by sources
and removals of sinks of greenhouse
gasses (GHG) in the second half of the
century” (Article 4), sometimes referred
to as net zero emissions or carbon
neutrality. The Paris Agreement also
aims to increase Parties’ ability to adapt
to the adverse impacts of climate
change, foster climate resilience, and
make technology flows consistent with a
pathway toward low GHG emissions and
climate-resilient development.

Striving for higher climate action
ambition to limit global
temperature increase.

The Paris Agreement includes an
ambition cycle or “ratcheting-up”
mechanism which aims to increase
ambition based on regular stocktakes of
information from Parties and other
stakeholders, submissions of progressive
NDCs, and the latest science on climate
change. The provisions for the ambition
cycle are found in several sections of the
Paris Agreement:

Regularly updated Nationally Determined Contributions (NDCs, Article 4).
The Enhanced Transparency Framework (ETF, Article 13) - requires
countries to report on their progress toward achieving their NDCs.
The global stocktake (Article 14) - assesses the collective effort considering
the latest scientific evidence, and a facilitative review and consultation
process (Article 15). 

The objective of the Paris Agreement is
“to hold the increase in global average 
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Source: newclimate (2018). Setting the Paris Agreement in Motion: Key Requirements
for the Implementing Guidelines | NewClimate Institute. [online] newclimate.org. 

Figure 1 - The ambition cycle 



NDCs are self-defined, nationally
developed, contributions. The NDCs
contain different types of contributions
and targets toward climate change
mitigation and adaptation that can be
measured by different indicators. For
targets formulated in greenhouse gas
(GHG) metrics, the types range from
absolute reduction targets compared
to a base year, or intensity or relative
targets, for example involving GDP
units, or reduction targets compared to
a business-as-usual scenario. Targets
can also include a date at which the
country’s emissions are to peak, or the
NDC can present policies and measures
aiming at reducing emissions of GHG. 

Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs)

Each Party is to define its
contribution to achieving the
Paris Agreement objective. 
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NDC targets can also include non-GHG
targets, such as those related to
promoting renewable energy, energy
efficiency targets, policy actions
(regulations and standards, taxes,
surcharges, subsidies, and incentives)
forest cover targets, sustainable
agriculture, as well as adaptation plans
and targets. The figure below
illustrates some of these target setting
approaches. 
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Figure 2 - Types of NDC Targets. 

Source: UNFCCC (20221) Reference Manual for the Enhanced Transparency Framework under
the Paris Agreement Understanding the enhanced transparency framework and its linkages
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[1] UNFCCC (2021) Nationally determined contributions under the Paris Agreement.
Synthesis report by the secretariat. https://unfccc.int/documents/306848 

Developed countries are encouraged to
take the lead by adopting economy-wide
NDC-targets, and developing countries
are encouraged to adopt such targets
over time (Article 4, paragraph 4).  Most
Parties have economy-wide NDC targets,
with many covering all sectors defined in
the 2006 Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) Guidelines. All
NDCs cover the energy sector, and most
cover agriculture, Land-Use, Land-Use
Change and Forestry (LULUCF), and
waste and Industrial Processes and
Product Use (IPPU). [1] Economy-wide
coverage helps ensure that countries
examine all opportunities to reduce
emissions and avoid omitting important
sources of GHG emissions. 

There is an expectation that countries
contribute their resources to implement
policies and measures, and to achieve
targets (Article 4, paragraph 2). Most
Parties’ NDCs are unconditional, at least
in part, with many including conditional
elements. Unconditional refers to actions
that countries can implement with their
own resources, while conditional means
actions that the country could implement
if it gets international support. 

additional mitigation actions, but may also
require technology transfer or capacity-
building support. 

The Paris Agreement promotes cooperation
among countries to achieve their NDCs.
Countries seeking support to implement
their conditional targets can use the
approaches proposed in Article 6, which
includes both market and non-approaches
for cooperation. Market approaches
implying the transfer of mitigation
outcomes will be possible regardless of
NDC types of targets; albeit with some
quantifications and clarifications required
to accommodate robust accounting.

The split of NDCs into unconditional and
conditional parts is not prescribed by the
Paris Agreement but has come to be
used by many developing countries. The
most common type of conditionality is
the need for financial support for 

International cooperation
to achieve NDCs

The Paris Agreement promotes
voluntary cooperation in the
implementation of Parties NDCs “to
allow for higher ambition in their
mitigation and adaptation actions and
to promote sustainable development
and environmental integrity”.

International cooperation can have an
important role in the achievement and
implementation of NDCs, promoting
higher mitigation ambition, and creating
other benefits like ensuring the cost-
effectiveness of climate actions. For
instance, research shows that using
carbon markets at a global scale can 



13[2] Edmonds J. et al. (2019). The Economic Potential of Article 6 of the Paris Agreement and Implementation Challenges.
International Emissions Trading Association, University of Maryland, and Carbon Pricing Leadership Coalition. Washington, DC. 

reduce the global cost of delivering the
emission reductions identified in the
current NDCs by approximately 30% by
2030, and more than 50% by 2050. [2] 

Creating cost-effective approaches to
climate change mitigation is one of the
reasons countries support international
cooperation through carbon markets. For
some countries, using Article 6 is a means
to reduce their own costs for compliance;
for other countries, international
cooperation through Article 6 is a means
for attracting foreign finance or low-
carbon technologies. 

International carbon market cooperation is
based on the general understanding that
since there is only one atmosphere, it does
not matter where the emissions are
released and who will mitigate them. The
idea is that the market will identify the
mitigation actions that are easiest to
achieve (least marginal abatement costs)
leading to cost-effective use of resources
for mitigation. 

The Paris Agreement emphasizes that
international cooperation is voluntary and
should lead to higher ambition, in both
mitigation and adaptation. This marks a
significant change compared to the Kyoto
Protocol where the aim of international
carbon market cooperation was mainly to
create flexibility for developed countries to
comply with their quantitative targets, and
to lower the costs of achieving the Kyoto
Protocol target. While Article 6 also can
create flexibility in this way, the main
objective is to raise ambition.

International Carbon Markets:
The Basic Concept

The theory about carbon markets is that
they should lead to more efficient use of
resources across an economy to achieve
a given carbon limitation target. 

Emissions trading (cap-and-trade) at the
national level typically involves a
government-set quantitative limit (cap) on
the total allowable level of GHG emissions,
which has the advantage of helping a
country meet its quantitative emission-
reduction target. A cap-and-trade
programme also enables the price for
emissions being determined by market
supply and demand.  The Kyoto Protocol
enabled emissions trading at the
international level, where countries with
targets could trade with each other. 

Baseline-and-crediting mechanisms offer
an approach for generating tradeable
carbon credits that are used to monetize
emission reductions achieved. Under
baseline-and-credit mechanisms, entities
can invest in mitigation actions and
demonstrate that the mitigation actions
result in fewer emissions than what would
most likely have occurred if action had not
been taken. When they do so, they are
issued carbon credits. 

https://www.ieta.org/resources/International_WG/Article6/CLPC_A6%20report_no%20crops.pdf.


Baseline-and-crediting mechanisms create opportunities to participate
in the international carbon market,  facilitate new international finance
flows, and provide flexibility through access to mitigation options in
other sectors within the jurisdiction. The largest and most
internationally far-reaching baseline-and-credit mechanism so far is
the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM), which was in operation
until 2021. CDM could be used by developed countries to achieve their
targets under the Kyoto Protocol. 
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Figure 3 - Baseline-and-crediting
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Article 6.2 and Article 6.4 introduce market-
based approaches for cooperation to
achieve NDCs i.e., involve the international
transfer of mitigation outcomes (emissions
reductions that result from mitigation
actions, called International Transferred
Mitigation outcomes, or ITMOs). 

Article 6: Overview of the
three main routes under
Article 6. 

Article 6 introduces multiple options
for cooperation towards achieving
the NDCs and higher ambition.

Under Article 6.2 two or more countries can
agree on specific cooperative approaches to
support NDC implementation, striving for
higher ambition. Countries can voluntarily
cooperate to achieve their NDCs in whatever
way they wish. However, as mitigation
outcomes are transferred from one country
to another for use towards achieving NDC
targets, units must not be double counted,
i.e., counted towards two NDCs at the same
time. The Parties to the Paris Agreement
agreed that such transfers should be
subject to international guidance - the
Article 6.2 provisions agreed at COP26
(Decision 2/CMA.3) provide this guidance.
How this cooperation is designed is up to
the participating countries as long as they
comply with the accounting guidance of
Article 6.2. 
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A centralized mechanism was also
introduced for countries that want to
cooperate using transfers of mitigation
outcomes, but prefer the cooperation to
take place under the purview of the
UNFCCC.  This is done through the
mechanism introduced by Article 6.4. It is a
baseline-and-crediting mechanism that has
similarities to the CDM (Article 12 of the
Kyoto Protocol) in its design but has several
new requirements and characteristics.

The international transfer of mitigation
outcomes as a result of support obtained
can also be done for use for international
mitigation purposes other than the
achievement of an NDC. This is the case
of mitigation outcomes transferred to be
used by regulated carbon mechanisms or
for voluntary corporate offsetting. The
aviation sector mechanism, CORSIA, will
be a source of demand for ITMOs.

Countries may want to highlight
cooperative actions that do not involve
the transfer of mitigation outcomes and
get recognition for activities within the
frame of non-market approaches. Article
6.8 sets forth a work programme for such
approaches, however, without specifying
any additional climate finance pledge by
the international community. 

Article 6 and the flexible
mechanisms of the Kyoto
Protocol
Article 6.2 facilitates international
emissions trading but in a different
way than how it was implemented
under the Kyoto Protocol.

The international carbon market under
the Paris Agreement differs significantly
from the one under the Kyoto Protocol.
Under the Paris Agreement, any country
can participate in the market, either
through transferring or receiving
mitigation outcomes. The country can
also choose between a centralized
approach (Article 6.4), and a less
centralized approach (Article 6.2).

The Kyoto Protocol introduced carbon
market mechanisms to create flexibility for
developed countries to meet their targets:

International Emissions Trading (Article
17) provided for trade between
developed countries with economy-
wide quantitative targets,
Joint Implementation (Article 6) defined
a project-based mechanism for verified
emission reductions in countries with
such targets, and
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To participate in emissions trading under
the Kyoto Protocol, developed countries
would have to meet eligibility criteria,
including taking on an economy-wide
GHG reduction target. Developing
countries could participate in the carbon
market as hosts of CDM projects. As a
result, the framework for carbon trading
contained one system for developed
countries and another system for
developing countries. The systems were
linked only in the way that developed
countries could use carbon credits from
the CDM for achieving their targets. 

The open definition of possible cooperative
approaches under Article 6.2 means that
the carbon market approach, i.e., the
mechanism or instrument that is the basis
for the transaction and the transfer of
mitigation outcomes from one country to
another, may be:

Key elements in
Article 6.2

Internationally Transferred
Mitigation Outcomes, ITMOs

The guidance for cooperative approaches
does not define a specific carbon credit or
unit. This is because an internationally
transferred mitigation outcome (ITMO)
can be the result of different types of
activities. The COP26 decision (Annex,
paragraph 1) defines ITMOs as real,
verified, and additional, representing
emissions reductions or removals, and
include mitigation co-benefits resulting
from adaptation actions and/or economic
diversification plans or the means to
achieve them. ITMOs are measured in
metric tonnes of CO2 equivalent (CO2e)
or may also be measured in non-GHG
metrics consistent with the metrics used
in participating countries' NDCs.
Additionally, Article 6.4 Emission
Reductions (A6.4ERs), units that are
generated through Article 6.4, become
ITMOs when authorized for use towards
the achievement of NDCs and/or
authorized for use for other international
mitigation purposes. 

The decision text on Article 6.2 (decision
2/CMA:3) Annex) does not go into detail
on the type of activities that may be
eligible for generating ITMOs beyond the
given definition of ITMOs. 

The Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM) was established for creating
certified emission reductions in
developing countries that did not
have quantitative targets.

The carbon market system under the Paris
Agreement pushes for harmonization - all
countries now must adopt nationally
defined targets, and all countries have the
same flexibility regarding approaches to
cooperation with other countries to
achieve their NDC and promote higher
ambition. 

A baseline and crediting mechanism
A project/programmes-based or more
ambitious sectoral crediting mechanism
or policy-based crediting, 

Or different forms of transferability of
units between trading schemes.
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The relatively open definition of ITMOs
also reflects the decentralized approach
of the Paris Agreement, in particular
Article 6.2. Under Article 6.2, participating
countries can determine the eligibility of
mitigation actions as part of a
cooperative agreement according to the
guidance on Article 6.2.  The cooperative
approach is the framework within which
ITMOs are authorized, transferred, and
used. This aspect is significant for
recording, tracking, and reporting.

‘Participation in cooperative approaches’
in practice means the transfer of
mitigation outcomes to another country
(or other international transfers,
including cancellation of ITMOs, for
instance for counting towards corporate
net-zero targets). This means that these
mitigation outcomes cannot be used by
the transferring country. Consideration of
this fact was operationalized through the
concept of corresponding adjustments,
introduced with the Paris Agreement
work programme (Decision 1/CP.21, para
36). Corresponding adjustments are
described in detail in Module IV. 

The Article 6.2 decision text outlines how
corresponding adjustments are to be
made for three different cases: GHG
metrics, non-GHG metrics, and policies
and measures. This reflects that NDCs
contain different types of targets and
measures, and that the transfer of ITMOs
can be made using different metrics and
indicators.

The guidance also outlines approaches for
making corresponding adjustments for
single-year and multi-year NDC targets.
Further guidance is to be developed for
this area (decision 2/CMA.3, para 3 (b)).

Corresponding adjustments

The basic idea of corresponding adjustment
is that countries’ emissions levels, as
reported when they track the progress
towards achieving the NDC, should be
adjusted to reflect the transfer (export) or
receipt (import) of mitigation outcomes.
Corresponding adjustments do not change
the national GHG inventory. They are
adjustments to an emissions balance that
represents the sources of emissions and
removals covered by the NDC targets (see
next section). 

Figure 4 shows how a mitigation activity
leads to reduced emissions (green box),
resulting in mitigation outcomes that can
be transferred as ITMOs. When ITMOs are
transferred, the emission reductions are
neutralized by corresponding adjustments
(yellow box), ensuring that the mitigation
outcomes are not double counted. 

The text (decision 2/CMA:3 Annex, para 1)
specifically mentions emission reductions
and removals - whether ITMOs could
include emission avoidance is included as
a future work area for the Subsidiary Body
for Scientific and Technical Advice (SBSTA)
(Decision 2/CMA.3, paragraph 3 c). 



Figure 5 below describes corresponding adjustments for the acquiring
country. In this case, the emission balance is lowered by corresponding
adjustments, meaning that the acquiring country can count the mitigation
outcomes to its NDC target. In this case, as for the transferring country, the
national GHG inventory does not change. 
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Figure 4 - Corresponding Adjustments for the Transferring Country

Figure 5 Corresponding Adjustments for Acquiring Country



Applying the three main approaches to
NDCs targets recognized in Decision
2/CMA.3 have resulted in different
provisions for how to make corresponding
adjustments, and for how the emissions
balance should be created (against which
the corresponding adjustments are made).
The cases differ in tracking and accounting
approaches since the indicators used vary.
The cases represent different accounts or
narratives of the NDC. For each approach,
main indicators could include:

At the end of the period, the adjusted
indicator(s) must be converted into GHG
metrics to enable reporting on emissions
levels. A regularly updated emissions
balance is helpful for evaluating the
progress toward NDC. It is also a
requirement in biennial reporting through
the Biennial Update Report (BTR) (see
Module VI)).
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Emissions balance

By nature, corresponding adjustments
mean that something is adjusted. The
decision of what should be adjusted was
subject to negotiations and initially
included several alternatives. A decision
(Decision 18/CMA.1, Annex, para 77 (d))
under the Enhanced Transparency
Framework (ETF), during COP24 in
Katowice, introduced the concept of an
emissions balance. Countries participating
in cooperative approaches shall provide
information including “an emissions
balance reflecting the level of
anthropogenic emissions by sources and
removals by sinks covered by their NDC
adjusted on the basis of corresponding
adjustments…”. As shown in Figure 5
above, corresponding adjustments are
made to the emissions balance, while the
GHG inventory does not change.

Cooperative approaches may include
other metrics than GHG metrics - an
emissions balance will not be relevant
when adjusting ITMOs defined through
non-GHG metrics such as Megawatts of
renewable energy capacity, or hectares of
forest land. 

GHG metrics - economy-wide annual
levels of GHG emissions
Non-GHG metrics - installed capacity
of renewable energy in MW
Policies and measures - the number
of policies enacted indicated by
legislation.
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Authorization is a key milestone in the
process of transferring mitigation
outcomes to another country.
Authorization by the transferring country
means that another country or
organization can use mitigation outcomes
generated in the transferring country. It
means that the transferring country cannot
use these mitigation outcomes towards
achieving its own NDC.

The Article 6.2 guidance presents two main
types of authorizations: 

Article 6.2 participation
requirements

Countries are to comply with specific
Article 6.2 participation requirements.
In addition, countries involved in
cooperative approaches under Article
6.2 are subject to specific reporting
and tracking requirements, as per the
Enhanced Transparency Framework.

International transfer of mitigation
outcomes requires the capacity to fulfil
participation requirements under Article
6.2, including capacity,  to account for
those transfers and for tracking the
ITMOs. Countries need to have processes
in place for managing transfers and
accounting. As established in Decision
2/CMA.3, the participation requirements
for any country are [3]:

It has to be a Party to the Paris
Agreement

It has prepared, communicated, and
is maintaining an NDC in accordance
with Article 4, paragraph 2

It has arrangements in place for
authorizing the use of ITMOs towards
achievement of NDCs pursuant to
Article 6, paragraph 3 

Authorization of ITMO use
(for NDC use and other
international mitigation
purposes)

[3] Decision 2/CMA.3, Annex, paragraph 4

   I) The most critical for host countries is
the authorization of use and transfer of
ITMOs. Authorization of ITMO use will
impact the country’s emissions levels (its
emissions balance) since the mitigation
outcomes authorized for use by another
country cannot be used by the issuing
country. Authorization requires a thorough
decision-making process, particularly as it
impacts how NDC targets can be achieved
and will be subject to accounting. 

    II) Article 6 also include provisions for
the authorization of participants. This is
similar to the process under the Clean
Development Mechanism of the Kyoto
Protocol, where the transferring country
authorized participants – enabling them to
claim the carbon credits from CDM. This
type of authorization 

can take place in conjunction with the
approval of the mitigation activity (see
The Activity Cycle). 
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The key arrangements, or processes, for
participation in Article 6.2 is the
authorization of the use of ITMOs (see
Approach to authorization) and the
tracking of ITMOs (see section ITMO
tracking). The country must also have
submitted a recent national inventory
report – due two years after the
emissions year (three years for countries
that need flexibility). For instance, a
country authorizing ITMOs in 2023
should have submitted the inventory for
2021. If the country has submitted a
long-term low-emission development
strategy, the country shall show that
participation in the cooperative approach

These requirements apply to all countries,
developed as well as developing. This is a
major difference for developing countries
compared to the requirements they faced
under the Kyoto Protocol. Under the
Kyoto Protocol, developed countries had
to become “eligible for trade”, i.e.,
fulfilling requirements ex ante to be able
to trade units and carbon credits
(Certified Emission Reductions (CERs)
from the CDM). Developing countries
engaged in the CDM “only” needed to
have a process for assessing the CDM
project or programme against the
country’s sustainable development
priorities and issuing a letter of approval. 

For Article 6, the requirements for
developed and developing countries are
the same, with some flexibility for least
developed countries (LDCs) and small
island developing states (SIDS).
Approaches to the special circumstances
of LDCs and SIDS are to be negotiated by
the Parties as part of the SBSTA work
programme (decision 2/CMA.3).

It has arrangements in place that are
consistent with this guidance and
relevant decisions of the CMA, for
tracking ITMOs

It has provided the most recent
national inventory report required in
accordance with decision 18/CMA.1 

Its participation contributes to the
implementation of its NDC and long-
term low-emission development
strategy if it has submitted one, and
the long-term goals of the Paris
Agreement. 

contributes to the implementation of that
strategy (in line with the final bullet point
on the left).
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The Paris Agreement introduced a new
Enhanced Transparency Framework, under
which all countries need to report on their
emissions and their actions towards
achieving their NDCs. In addition, the
Article 6.2 guidance (COP26 decision
2/CMA.3) contains specific reporting
requirements for Parties participating in
cooperative approaches. A country needs
to submit three sets of information to the
UNFCCC (Decision 2/CMA.3 in its Annex
Chapter IV “Reporting”): The reporting requirements aim to ensure

that activities under cooperative
approaches that have impacts on the
achievement of the NDC are duly included
in the tracking of progress towards the
achievement of the NDC. The transfer of
ITMOs will impact the achievement of the
NDCs targets for both transferring and
receiving countries, and Article 6.2
information there must be part of the
NDCs tracking process. 

Reporting requirements

[4] Decision 2/CMA.3 Annex. Paragraph 18

Initial report; 
Annual information (to be submitted
in electronic format); and 
Regular information to be included in
the Biannual Transparency Report
(BTR) and in the Article 6 database.

1.
2.

3.

With the bottom-up approach of the Paris
Agreement, the system also differs to the
Kyoto Protocol in that the participating
country does not need to be approved by
any overseeing body before engaging in
cooperative approaches. However, as part
of the reporting requirements, countries
need to show - no later than at their first
authorization for the transfer of ITMOs –
that they fulfill the requirements defined in
decision 2/CMA.3. 

For more information about reporting,
see MODULE 6. Reporting to the UNFCCC.

The initial report, which shows that the
country is ready to participate in Article 6
has to be submitted “no later than at the
time of providing or receiving authorization
or initial first transfer of ITMOs from a
cooperative approach and where practical,
in conjunction with the next due BTR for
the period of NDC implementation.” [4]

The annual information to be reported is
mainly registry data related to transfers of
ITMOs. In the annual online reporting and
the regular BTR, countries are required to
report on the following: 

Their compliance with Cooperative
Approaches participatory requirements;              

1.

 
 
Specific details on the cooperative
approaches in which the Party
participates; and 

1.
2.
3.

 
 
 
Data on the ITMOS authorized and
transferred.

1.
2.
3.
4.

 
How corresponding adjustments have
been done; 

1.
2.
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Decision 2/CMA.3 Chapter VI “Recording
and Tracking” specifies the features of the
registry that each Party shall have or have
access to (paragraph 29), for tracking
internationally transferable units.
Therefore, each country does not need to
establish its own registry, only have access
to one. It may be expected that different
initiatives support countries to have access
to registries, also bringing some
consistency and transparency to the
market. As an example, the Climate Action
Data Trust (CAD Trust, former Climate
Warehouse) established by the World Bank,
can be one option for countries to have
access to a registry, comply with the 

As part of the transparency objective, the
UNFCCC Secretariat shall also establish a
centralized accounting and reporting
platform (CARP). [6] This will contain non-
confidential information submitted by
countries and can also contain links to
publicly available information submitted
by countries. 

Recording and tracking of
ITMOs

[5]  Decision 2/CMA.3 Annex. Section IV. B. Annual Information. Paragraph 32
[6] Decision 2/CMA.3 Annex. Section IV. B. Annual Information. Paragraph 35-36

The electronic information a Party
records in a registry will be reported to
the Article 6 database that is to be
established by the UNFCCC Secretariat.
The Article 6 database is to be established
to record and compile the information
submitted by participating Parties. The
database will record corresponding
adjustments and emissions balances, and
information on ITMOs first transferred,
transferred, acquired, held, cancelled,
and cancelled for overall mitigation in
global emissions (when relevant). The
database shall also enable the
identification of inconsistencies. [5] 

The information submitted by all the
participating Parties on a cooperative
approach shall be reviewed by an Article
6 technical expert review team. The
Article 6 technical expert review team will
prepare a report on its review with
recommendations to the participating
Party on how to improve consistency with
the guidance and relevant decisions of
the CMA, including on how to address
inconsistencies in quantified information.
The Article 6 technical expert review team
shall forward its reports for consideration
to the Technical Expert Review (TER)
under the ETF for consideration, and the
reports shall be made publicly available
on the centralized accounting and
recording platform.

recording and tracking requirements, and
participate in an initiative aimed at
connecting transferring countries with
countries and institutions seeking to
provide support. 



the role of forests (Article 5), adaptation
(Article 7), voluntary cooperation among
countries to achieve their NDCs (Article
6), loss and damage (Article 8), financial
support (Article 9), technology transfer
(Article 10), capacity-building (Article 11),
detailed provisions for the ETF (Article
13), the global stocktake (Article 14), and
the multilateral facilitative process
(Article 15). 
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The Paris Agreement
Rulebook (structure)

The Paris Agreement Rulebook refers to
the decisions that operationalize the
agreement. A large part of the rulebook is
the Katowice climate package, which is a
133-page set of decisions that elaborate
rules, guidance, and modalities. Parties
agreed on most of the Paris Rulebook at
COP24/CMA1 [7], except for the rules
operationalizing Article 6 mechanisms
which were the subject of negotiations for
a further 2 years. The rulebook decisions
adopted in Katowice relate to, among
others, information to be included in
NDCs and accounting of NDCs (Article 4),

Decision 2/CMA3 and its annex provide
guidance on voluntary cooperation in
implementing Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs) between parties
to the Paris Agreement.
Decision 3/CMA3 and its annex provide
rules, modalities, and procedures for
the mechanism established by Article 6,
paragraph 4, of the Paris Agreement.
Decision 4/CMA3 provides a work
programme under the framework for
non-market approaches referred to in
Article 6, paragraph 8, of the Paris
Agreement.

Background information
& deep dive

The Paris Agreement Rulebook
includes key decisions and
requirements related to NDC
development, tracking and updates,
the Enhanced Transparency
Framework, and Article 6.

[7] Conference of the Parties serving as the meeting of the Parties to the Paris Agreement 

Decisions related to Article 6 were
adopted at a later stage, In December
2021 at COP26/CMA3, specifically: 
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The Subsidiary Body for Scientific and
Technological Advice (SBSTA) has been
requested to develop further
recommendations for the implementation
of Article 6.2 in several areas:

Develop tables and outlines for
reporting information pursuant to
chapter IV of the annex (to decision
2/CMA3), including the agreed
electronic format, to develop
guidelines for the reviews by Article 6
technical expert review teams of the
information provided on the
cooperative approaches by parties. 

Provide recommendations on the
necessary infrastructure, including
guidance for registries, international
registry, the Article 6 database, and
the centralized accounting and
reporting platform.

It is important to bear in mind that all the
details for implementing Article 6.2 are
not yet in place, and further guidance will
be developed over time. In the spirit of
the Paris Agreement bottom-up
approach, countries are advancing on
cooperative approaches under Article
6.2. The remaining details primarily
relate to the formats for reporting and
methods for tracking, and countries can,
as they already have, engage in
cooperative approaches, and adapt to
detailed guidance over time. 

On the special circumstances of the
least developed countries (LDCs) and
small island developing states (SIDS)

Elaborate further guidance on
corresponding adjustments for multi-
year and single-year NDCs, ensuring the
avoidance of double counting of
emissions reductions between the two
NDCs

On methods for establishing the
indicative trajectory, trajectories or
budget and averaging, including
relevant indicators, and for calculating
cumulative emissions by sources and
removals by sinks and methods for
demonstrating the representativeness
of averaging for corresponding
adjustments by quantifying differences
between average annual transaction
volumes and the average for the period
(of NDC implementation). 

Consider the inclusion of emissions
avoidance in the ITMOs, a decision that
was postponed again during the recent
COP27. 
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Double counting of emissions reduction
units from international market
mechanisms leads to the risk of the
discrepancy between actual and reported
global emissions, which may overstate the
efforts towards curbing global emissions
and the level of achievements of NDCs.

ITMOs are to be accounted for by
only one participating entity. Beyond
double counting, there is a risk that
double claiming, use, or purpose, if
not properly managed, may
influence the global stocktake of
efforts to curb climate change. 

Figure 6 – Double counting without
corresponding adjustments, shows a
situation where a mitigation activity results
in emission reductions in the transferring
country, and where those emission
reductions are issued as verified mitigation
outcomes. These mitigation outcomes are
transferred to another country that uses
them towards their NDC target, however,
the transferring country has not made
corresponding adjustments in this case.
This leads to a situation where both the
transferring country and the acquiring
country count the emission reductions
towards their national targets. 

Double counting
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Figure 6 – Double counting without corresponding adjustments



Double claiming 

Double claiming occurs if the same
emission reductions are counted twice
towards attaining mitigation pledges,
both by the country/jurisdiction/entity
where the reductions occurred, and by
the acquiring country/jurisdiction/entity
using the units issued for these
reductions.

Double purpose

Double purpose will occur when units
are used for both achieving a
mitigation objective, as well as the
financial or technology transfers,
which may be implemented through a
variety of mechanisms. While double
purpose does not affect overall GHG
emissions, it is a worry for countries
given the fact that many mitigation
objectives set by developing
countries may be conditional on
support by the acquiring Party. This
risk has called for methods to
attribute emission reductions to the
different sources involved in blended
finance. [8]

Double use or double
selling

occurs when one issued unit is used
twice to attain mitigation pledges,
either by the same country or by two
different countries. Double use or
double selling may happen if a unit is
duplicated in a registry or if it has
been transferred more than once to
another Party. It can also occur when
a Party uses the same unit for
achieving a mitigation pledge in
multiple different years.

Double issuance

Double issuance is defined as the
issuance of more than one unit
representing the same emission
reduction or removal. Double issuance
will result in double counting of
emission reductions when units are
counted towards mitigation pledges.

There are several types of double counting. Corresponding adjustments
and tracking of ITMOs are both methods to address the different types

of double counting. In general, there are four types: 

[8] See, for instance, “A practical guide to navigating the blending of climate finance and carbon markets”. Carbon
Limits. http://www.carbonlimits.no/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/Attribution-Report-final-version-211026.pdf 29



Independent carbon crediting programmes,
such as VERRA, Gold Standard, or the
American Carbon Registry, are not regulated
under the Paris Agreement. These
programmes are common voluntary carbon
standards, and promote the development of
emissions reduction projects which generate
project-based verified carbon credits. Carbon
credits have historically been used in the
private sector for voluntary offsetting of
emissions. Nowadays, some of these
programmes/standards are also approved
under compliance [9] mechanisms, such as
the Carbon Offsetting and Reduction Scheme
for International Aviation (CORSIA) or carbon
pricing programmes in South Africa,
Colombia, and California – carbon credits
issued under those programmes are eligible
for use in jurisdictional or sectoral
compliance schemes.

Article 6.2 projects and
independent carbon
crediting programmes
(ICCPs) How do they
interact?

[9] In a compliance market, participation is mandatory, and it is created and regulated by national (such as
China’s emissions trading scheme), regional (such as the EU ETS), or international carbon reduction regimes
(such as the Kyoto Protocol)
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Under the Kyoto Protocol, these
programmes operated separately from the
CDM and the international carbon market
under the Kyoto Protocol compliance
scheme. The demand for carbon credits in
regulated jurisdictions (mainly Europe) or
by corporations, was broadly geared
towards projects implemented in countries
with no emission reduction targets under
the Kyoto Protocol; mainly countries in
Asia, Latin America, and Africa. However, 
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The use of independent carbon crediting
programme units for voluntary offsetting is
a nascent market, recently topping 1 billion
US dollars in total value [10], and as such
there are several issues to be resolved to
ensure the market scales appropriately.
One current debate is whether a
corresponding adjustment should be
applied to units that have been exported
for use by a corporate or other institution
to make a claim that it has voluntarily
offset its carbon footprint. Article 6.2
provides the possibility of making
corresponding adjustments for mitigation
outcomes for other uses through the
concept of Other International Mitigation
Purposes (OIMPs) (decision 2/CMA.3,
Annex, Paragraph 1 (f)). The OIMPs may
include offsetting at an entity rather than a
country level. There are two key aspects to
consider:

with the bottom-up structure of the Paris
Agreement requiring all countries to
contribute to the Paris Agreement
objectives, and propose their contribution
through emissions reduction targets in
their NDCs, the relationship between these
programmes and the UNFCCC mechanisms
has become more complex due to the risk
of double counting or double claiming. 

Corresponding adjustment by the
country where the corporation is
located.  If the corporation uses the
units for voluntary offsetting, those
units will not be accounted for in the
country in which it is located, and no
corresponding adjustment is required. 

Corresponding adjustment by the
transferring country of the emissions
reduction project. A more
controversial aspect relates to the need
for the corresponding adjustment from
the transferring country when the units
are to be used by a corporation
towards voluntarily offsetting its
emissions. Without corresponding
adjustment, the corporation claims the
carbon credit for offsetting while the
emission reduction will be counted
towards the transferring country NDC
(which is a form of double claiming).
This double claim (by both the
corporation and the transferring
country) is seen by some market actors
as incompatible with a claim by the
corporation to have offset emissions,
given the potential for the carbon
market activity to have displaced or
deferred other mitigation activities that
would have been implemented to
achieve the same level of progress
towards the transferring country’s NDC. 

Some independent standards have
proposed an approach where independent
carbon crediting programme units may be
tagged either as adjusted or not adjusted
in the transferring country, which will then
determine its possible use. In this case,
some independent 

This will not be the case if the
exported carbon credit is being used
against another country’s NDC, for
example in a compliance regime. 

[10] https://www.ecosystemmarketplace.com/articles/voluntary-carbon-markets-top-1-billion-
in-2021-with-newly-reported-trades-special-ecosystem-marketplace-cop26-bulletin/
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Source: https://ercst.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/20211122-COP26-Art6-final.pdf

carbon crediting programmes have proposed an approach where a
company with voluntary targets may choose to either purchase carbon
credits backed by corresponding adjustments when making an “offset
claim”, or to make a “contribution claim” when purchasing carbon credits
not backed by corresponding adjustments i.e., when supporting the
transferring country’s NDC by financing mitigation outcomes, but not
claiming the emission reductions for its own voluntary target. 

Figure 7 illustrates an overview of the different market segments based
on the assumption that corresponding adjustments are used for
voluntary offsetting. As described above, corresponding adjustments
are triggered by authorization. 

Figure 7 – Carbon market segments based on the usage of corresponding
adjustments for the voluntary market
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Example: Corresponding adjustment 
Corresponding adjustments represent a key feature of Article 6.2
operation and are the basis for preserving environmental integrity in
transfers between two participating Parties engaged in cooperation. In
this example, a practical example of a corresponding adjustment
between a transferring and an acquiring Party is presented, based on
content provided by the Institute for Global Environmental Strategies
(IGES). In this case, an averaging method is used for corresponding
adjustments for a single-year target. 

Corresponding adjustment in numbers

The table below shows the corresponding adjustments that would be
carried out in multiple reporting years.
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The following relevant text from Article 6.2 decisions guides parties
in applying corresponding adjustments as described above:

Paragraph 7 decision 2/CMA.3, Annex.

Each participating Party shall apply corresponding adjustments
in a manner that ensures transparency, accuracy, completeness,
comparability and consistency; that participation in cooperative
approaches does not lead to a net increase in emissions across
participating Parties within and between NDC implementation
periods; and that corresponding adjustments shall be
representative and consistent with the participating Party’s NDC
implementation and achievement. Each participating Party shall
apply one of the following methods consistently throughout the
NDC period: (a) Where the participating Party has a single-year
NDC: (i) Providing an indicative multi-year emissions trajectory,
trajectories or budget for the NDC implementation period that is
consistent with implementation and achievement of the NDC, and
annually applying corresponding adjustments for the total
amount of ITMOs first transferred and used for each year in the
NDC implementation period; 

(ii) Calculating the average annual amount of ITMOs first
transferred and used over the NDC implementation period, by
taking the cumulative amount of ITMOs and dividing by the
number of elapsed years in the NDC implementation period and
annually applying indicative corresponding adjustments equal to
this average amount for each year in the NDC implementation
period and applying corresponding adjustments equal to this
average amount in the NDC year; 



MODULE 2.
Engagement Decisions and
Implications of Participation 
After this module, the participants should have a good understanding of the:
 
 • Benefits of participating in Article 6.2 cooperative approaches.
 • Potential risks of engaging in Article 6.2 cooperative approaches.
 • Other implications and obligations under Article 6.2 cooperative
approaches. 

35
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Countries can participate in Article 6.2
as transferring countries or recipient
countries. Governments need to assess
what transferring and receiving would
mean for the NDCs and the country’s
long-term strategy (decision 2/CMA.3,
Annex. Paragraph 4f). In particular, in
the transfer of ITMOs, a country needs
to ensure that the benefits from 

Reasons for participating
in cooperative approaches
under Article 6.2 of the
Paris Agreement

engaging in the cooperative approach
and transferring those units exceed the
risks. The primary risk is that
corresponding adjustment are made
while the associated mitigation outcomes
are needed for the transferring country
to count toward its NDC. 

Participation in cooperative
approaches stimulates the
development of mitigation actions
that go beyond the country’s
NDC, to promote innovative
technologies and projects that the
country will not implement itself.
Moreover, participation may lead
to additional revenues and co-
benefits. 

Host countries may have several reasons
to engage in cooperative approaches
under Article 6.2 as a complement to
other sources of climate finance. These
include:

Support to NDC implementation. Revenues can be reinvested in
mitigation actions, thus contributing to the achievement of the NDC.
Retaining shares of ITMOs by the government is also a way of enhancing
NDC implementation. The government may want to maximize the amount
of mitigation, in units of reduced emissions, that remains in the
transferring country through sharing arrangements. However, if the private
sector is the main actor in the cooperative approach, a balance needs to be
struck to not jeopardize investment incentives. 

Revenues to the national budget.
Cooperative approaches can be used
to raise revenue for the government.
This would depend on a policy where
sales of ITMOs must involve the
government, either through an
approach where the government can
retain part of the revenue, or a
regulation that requires a share of
proceeds (a fee or tax on the
proceeds paid by public or private
participants in the cooperative
approach) in connection with the
transfer of ITMOs.
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Risks of participating in
Article 6.2

Beyond the risk of double counting
described in module 1, countries
should consider risks associated with
transferring units that may be
needed to achieve their NDC, the
opportunity costs, and the resources
associated with participation.

Avoiding over-transferring
mitigation outcomes

The goal of voluntary cooperation
under Article 6.2 is to support a higher
level of ambition. Acquiring countries
must ensure they meet financial
support targets and carry out the
mitigation actions that contribute to
this goal. At the same time,
transferring countries need to identify
which domestically financed or
incentivized mitigation actions are
required for contributing to achieving
their NDC, and which will require
international support. 

Support for higher cost mitigation
measures. A transferring country
could be interested in participation
in cooperative approaches to gain
access to technologies that may
otherwise be inaccessible. This
would help them to adopt and gain
access to globally best available
technologies. This would be a way
of mobilizing investment into
strategic sectors of the economy to
finance the ‘high-hanging fruits’,
while low-cost technologies or ‘low-
hanging fruits’ are those that a
country should be able to address
with its own resources. This could
play an important role in achieving
the current NDC and in long-term
decarbonization strategies. To avoid
exporting emission reductions when
a transferring country still needs
those reductions to fulfill its own
contributions towards GHG
mitigation transferring countries
may limit the use of Article 6.2 to
support these inaccessible
technologies. However, once the
adoption of the technology in the
country begins to mature and is no
longer inaccessible, it is in a
country’s best interest to enact
domestic support policies to reduce
emissions without further
international support through
Article 6.

Sustainable development co-
benefits. Many climate change
mitigation measures are associated
with sustainable development co-
benefits, such as lower air pollution,
increased energy security, and job
creation, which may also provide an
incentive to develop a given project. 



Not all countries specified, at the time of
developing the NDC, whether targets were
conditional or unconditional. In all cases,
once a mitigation action is supported
through a cooperative approach, a
corresponding adjustment is required. The
transferring country must ensure that its
NDC targets are not jeopardized by
transferring ITMOs. When the NDC does
not differentiate between conditional and
unconditional targets, countries may have
to do an initial assessment of which actions
may require additional, international
support to strive for higher ambition than
domestic finance can provide. 

Countries with unconditional and
conditional targets in their NDC will limit
international transfers of mitigation
outcomes to activities with a high
likelihood of delivering emission
reductions beyond what is outlined in the
unconditional target of the NDC. This will
ensure that transferred mitigation
outcomes do not compromise the
transferring country’s ability to reach its
own unconditional mitigation targets. 

To reduce the over-transferring risk,
essentially the risk of countries exporting
too many mitigation outcomes and
becoming unable to meet their own
targets, countries must ensure that
activities that the country intends to
implement for the achievement of their
NDCs are not part of the mitigation
activities used for international transfers
under Article 6.2. In practice, a country may 

identify the best set of actions to meet
NDC goals and assess the potential for
Article 6.2 to support mitigation beyond
the NDC target. It could also mean
transferring only a part of the mitigation
outcomes that are generated from
cooperative mitigation actions, or
developing strategies for the creation of
funds for investing in additional
mitigation as necessary. 

Opportunity Cost

As described above, the international
transfers of mitigation outcomes will be
critical for host countries since the
transferred mitigation outcomes can
potentially be needed for achieving the
NDC targets. Mitigation outcomes are a
national asset - when authorized to be
transferred, there is a transaction that
implies that another country or actor can
claim that asset. 

The implementation of an emission
abatement technology implies an equity
investment and other associated costs
(from capacity development to new policy
development). Different mitigation
actions involve different implementation
costs. When one specific mitigation action
is proposed as part of a cooperative
approach, this action will not be part of
the contribution of the transferring
country to achieve its own NDC. The
transferring country may therefore have
to invest in another climate mitigation
activity for achieving the NDC. 
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As described in Module 5 of the course, as
well as a strategy, practical participation in
Article 6.2 requires:

This opportunity cost is the cost of the
corresponding adjustment, and needs to
be estimated by the country and factor in
the decision-making process for
participation. Using emissions reduction
technologies marginal abatement cost
curves can be part of this decision
process. 

A dedicated institutional arrangement,
The development of a specific regulatory
framework and, 
Access to infrastructure for registering
and tracking mitigation actions and units. 

Tracking of ITMOs in a registry is
necessary to comply with the
requirements for robust accounting and
avoidance of double counting. In the
absence of centralized rules and systems,
Parties are discussing common formats
to document international transfers and
work together in one or several
electronic tracking systems. Decision
-/CMA.4 on Article 6.2 highlights the need
for "interoperability" and a common
nomenclature to harmonize registries.

Management and
infrastructure costs

Tracking the progress of NDCs is to be
continuous (Article 13, paragraphs 5 and 7)
and reported on every second year
(Decision 1/CP.21, paragraph 90). Countries
can select what indicators they
communicate in the NDCs and which they
use for tracking the progress and
accounting of their NDCs. Such indicators
can use either GHG metrics or non-GHG
metrics. When preparing for participation
in cooperative approaches, the transferring
country should consider the process for
tracking progress towards NDC
achievement and the indicators it has
selected for tracking progress. 

In addition, there will be a cost
associated with the development of
capabilities in the government and the
private sector. A country needs to factor
in these costs in its participation strategy
and plan for the recovering of these.

Implications of
participation in Article 6.2

Infrastructure for registration,
ITMO tracking, and integration
with the system for tracking
progress toward NDC
implementation and
achievement

An opportunity cost will arise if the
transfer of ITMOs results in the need for
that country to take other, more costly
abatement actions for meeting its NDC. 
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Reporting on the cooperative approach
includes describing, “how each cooperative
approach promotes sustainable
development; and ensures environmental
integrity and transparency, including in
governance; and applies robust accounting
to ensure inter alia the avoidance of
double counting.” (Decision 8/CMA.1) 

Their compliance with Cooperative
Approaches participatory requirements 

1.

 
How corresponding adjustments have
been done 

1.
2.

 
 
Specific details on the cooperative
approaches the Party participates; and 

1.
2.
3.  

 
 
Data on the ITMOS authorized and
transferred 

1.
2.
3.
4.

Institutional and regulatory
development 

As presented in the online course and this
supporting guide, participation in Article
6.2 implies the development of an Article
6.2 framework and its integration into the
regulatory provisions of the country. As
part of this framework, a country must
establish institutional arrangements
managing Article 6.2. Module 5 introduces
the components of an Article 6.2
framework in detail.

The guidance for Article 6.2 introduces
specific reporting requirements for Parties
participating in cooperative approaches.
These specifically refer to the Article 6.2
Initial Report, annual information to be
submitted to the future Article 6 Database,
and information to be included in the
biennial transparency reports (BTRs). In
general, Parties participating in 6.2 are
required to report on the following: 

Reporting obligations
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non-GHG metrics are not a limitation.
However, the scope for engaging in
cooperative approaches using non-GHG
metrics may in practice be limited - the
transferring and receiving countries must
use the same metrics in their NDCs, and
the indicators must be the same for each
cooperative approach.
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Do the targets, sectors, or type
of NDC a Party has, impact the
participation opportunities in
Article 6.2?

It is explicitly stated in Decision 2/CMA.3
(Annex, Paragraph 15) that the provisions
under Article 6.2 “shall not require a
participating Party to update its NDC”.
However, the NDC, the national system for
tracking progress, and the cooperative
approach, should all use the same
indicators. Such indicators can be
quantitative or qualitative. Once indicators
are identified and selected, every country
must provide information related to the
period for targets and actions, such as the
reference point or level for baselines and
the base years, or starting points defined in
other ways. This has implications for the
national Monitoring, Reporting and
Verification (MRV) system and requires
consistency between the reporting on the
progress of NDCs, and the implementation
of Article 6. Guidance on Article 6.2 has
ensured that NDC targets expressed in 

Background information &
deep dive

Should the country retain
mitigation outcomes for
contribution to the NDC,
contribute to overall mitigation
of global emissions (OMGE)
and/or adaptation?

The transferring country may want to
retain mitigation outcomes from a
mitigation activity under Article 6.2 for
counting those towards its own NDC. This
may be important for countries that
would want to increase their ambition,
which can be done anytime. However, the
transferring country also may want to
cancel mitigation outcomes for achieving
net mitigation, or to support adaptation
or the countries that are most vulnerable
to climate change. The concept of Overall 



requires that 2% of the mitigation
outcomes that are produced by the
Article 6.4 mechanism be cancelled at
issuance. Additionally, the COP26
decision introduced a share of proceeds
for adaptation, where 5% of proceeds
coming from the Article 6.4 mechanism
issuances will be taken to support efforts
towards adaptation (Decision 3/CMA.3,
Annex, paragraph 58). Support toward
adaptation follows the model under the
CDM that 2% of the CERs issued should
be sold on international markets to
support the Adaptation Fund (Article 12,
paragraph 8 of the Kyoto Protocol,
Decision 17/CP.7, paragraph 15 a). 
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Mitigation in Global Emissions (OMGE) has
emerged to ensure that carbon crediting
goes beyond pure offsetting, i.e., that some
of the emission reductions are counted
solely towards the benefit of the
atmosphere. Contributing to the overall
mitigation of global emissions is not
mandatory under Article 6.2, and neither is
a contribution to adaptation (Decision
2/CMA.3. Annex. Paragraphs 37-40).
However, a participating country may still
want to contribute to OMGE and
adaptation. The share of ITMOs, including
any contribution to OMGE or adaptation,
can be decided in the cooperative
agreement between participating countries. 

For Article 6.2, setting aside a share of
proceeds for OMGE or adaptation is not
mandatory, but countries participating in a
cooperative approach “…are strongly
encouraged to commit to contribute
resources for adaptation, in particular
through contributions to the Adaptation
Fund…” (Decision 2/CMA.3, Annex, para 37).

In the negotiations leading up to the Paris
Agreement, several Parties wanted to
ensure that carbon crediting mechanisms
would go beyond offsetting, to avoid a zero-
sum game and lead to emission reductions
that would solely be to the benefit of the
atmosphere. The concept of overall
mitigation of global emissions (OMGE) was
introduced and the mechanism defined in
Article 6.4 contains specific rules aimed at
implementing this concept. The Article 6.4
mechanism “shall aim…. to deliver an
overall mitigation in global emissions”
(Article 6.4, d).” 

IIn a similar vein, countries “are strongly
encouraged to cancel ITMOs that are not
counted towards any Party’s NDC or for
other international mitigation purposes, to
deliver an overall mitigation in global
emissions, and to take into account the
delivery of overall mitigation in global
emissions under the mechanism
established by Article 6, paragraph 4”
(Decision 2/CMA.3, Annex, para 39).

There has been a discussion on how to
interpret “shall aim”, including whether it
means that this is mandatory or not. In
decision 3/CMA.3 (paragraph 59), an
interpretation was agreed upon that



Cooperation agreements between two
Parties serve to formalize the decision to
cooperate in the achievement of NDCs
pursuant to Article 6.2 towards a higher
ambition. In this case study, the contents of
a specific Article 6.2 cooperation
agreement, signed between the Swiss
Confederation and the Republic of Ghana,
are summarized. This guided content is
best understood by simultaneously
examining and referencing the bilateral
agreement.

The agreement begins with a description of
the terms that both Parties are agreeing to
the objective of becoming collaborators
under Article 6.2, operationalizing that
cooperation, and setting out Switzerland as
the receiver of ITMOs and Ghana as the
transferor. This includes several important
topics that are discussed in this course,
such as double counting avoidance,
environmental integrity, and sustainable
development.

Article 2 then sets out the objective of the
document. This highlights that cooperation
agreements are legal documents that set
out the framework for the transfer of
mitigation outcomes. While cooperation
agreements may not define every aspect of
Article 6.2 cooperation, they can provide a
solid framework for the first steps to be
taken. In the example agreement between
Ghana and Switzerland, the document
intends to set out the legal framework for
employing Article 6.2, as well as providing
the framework for Commercial Agreements
between both Parties.

Case study: summary of
publicly available Article
6.2 agreement between
Switzerland and Ghana
Introduction to Cooperation
Agreements: Ghana &
Switzerland

Article 1 General Definitions

out several definitions which are
necessary to understand the document,
and which are relevant in understanding
cooperative approaches under Article 6.2
generally. Importantly, Mitigation
Outcomes (MOs) are defined as a ton of
emission reductions or removals
measured in CO2e, highlighting that the
cooperation intends to transact in MOs
with a clearly defined unit of GHG
mitigation. Article 1 additionally sets out
several definitions for important puzzle
pieces within Article 6.2 operation, such as
corresponding adjustments and issuance,
as well as documents and processes
necessary to its operation. Examples of
these include the Mitigation Activity
Design Document (MADD) or Monitoring
Reports, BTRs, the registry, etc.

Article 2 Objectives
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Article 1 of the cooperation agreement sets

https://www.bafu.admin.ch/dam/bafu/en/dokumente/international/fachinfo-daten/Cooperation%20Agreement%20CH-Ghana%20Implementation%20Paris%20Agreement.pdf.download.pdf/Cooperation%20Agreement%20CH-Ghana%20Implementation%20Paris%20Agreement.pdf
https://www.bafu.admin.ch/dam/bafu/en/dokumente/international/fachinfo-daten/Cooperation%20Agreement%20CH-Ghana%20Implementation%20Paris%20Agreement.pdf.download.pdf/Cooperation%20Agreement%20CH-Ghana%20Implementation%20Paris%20Agreement.pdf
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Article 3 sets out requirements that both
Parties consider important to establish
environmental integrity. It identifies the
requirements of MOs, which must be:

Article 4, like Article 3, sets out
requirements for ensuring that sustainable
development is achieved or supported
through the activities that will result in
MOs that will eventually be transferred to
Switzerland. 

Article 5 highlights specific requirements
for the authorization of units under the
cooperation. It identifies that authorization
must take place, clarifying the processes
and technical requirements that these
must fulfil. These include specifications on
the general process and timing of
authorization, as well as other
requirements such as the need to publish
the authorization statement in their
registry. 

Article 6 further identifies the key
information that both Parties have
determined shall be included in the
Authorization Form, such as identifying the
mitigation activity, details about the
applied standard or baseline methodology,
crediting period, etc. 

Article 3 Environmental
Integrity

Real
Verified
Additional
Permanent or assuring permanence.

In these agreements, countries should also
identify other requirements (in addition to
MOs) that they consider important in
shaping their future collaboration,
particularly within the period of time that
the collaboration may be targeting. Other
important requirements set out in Article 3
include limitations and stringencies on the
type of activities that may lead to MOs and
eventually ITMOs. One such example is
that ITMOs that may be transferred to
Switzerland cannot be based on nuclear
energy and must avoid locking in carbon-
intensive technologies. 

Article 4 Sustainable
Development

Article 5 Authorization & Article
6 Authorization Form

Article 7 Monitoring, Verification,
and Examination

Article 7 in this example, sets out how the
transferring party must carry out
Monitoring, Verification, and Examination
of the MOs that it generates under the
collaboration. In the context of the bottom-
up approach of the Paris Agreement, and
particularly of Article 6, Parties can decide
how they engage in cooperative
approaches. In this case, this is showcased
by the choice of the Parties to engage
independent verifiers to produce a
Verification and Monitoring Report, which
must then be assessed and approved
nationally. 
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Article 8 sets out the process that the
Parties must follow to recognize an
authorized transfer of an MO, composed
of three steps:

Article 9 sets out the key requirements
that both Parties have agreed on for their
registries to track ITMOs. In this instance,
the text notes that the registry must be
publicly available, include unique
identifiers for ITMOs, and that the Parties
may decide on the use of a shared registry
between them.

Agreement. It highlights that both Parties
must make an annual submission to the
Secretariat of the Paris Agreement to
report the number of ITMOs that were
transacted, generated, cancelled, used, or
held. 

Article 12 identifies the Paris Agreement
requirements for the Parties developing
and submitting Biennial Update Reports
(BUR) [11], as well as the application of
corresponding adjustments within the
context of accounting, and whether the
Parties have achieved the NDC targets. 

Article 8 Recognition of
Transfer

The transferring party shall ensure
the receiver is notified of the transfer,
through a predetermined process.

The transferring party must record
the transfer in their registry.

The receiver shall recognize the
transfer in their registry. Article 13 No Double Counting

with International Climate
Finance 

Article 13 states that the resources
transacted in the carrying out of
cooperation must not be reported under
other forms of support in the Paris
Agreement, such as Articles 9, 10, or 11. 

Article 9 Registry

Article 10 Corresponding
Adjustment

Article 10 identifies the process and
conditions under which corresponding
adjustments are to be made relative to the
MOs that are used toward an NDC.

Article 11 Annual Reporting

Article 11 restates the requirements for
Annual Reporting as set out in the Paris 

[11] From 2024, this will be Biennial Transparency Reports (BTRs) 

Article 12 Biennial Reporting 

Article 14 Competent
Authorities 

Article 14 identifies the competent
authorities for both Parties, specifying the
ministry responsible for the management
of activities under the agreement. 

Article 15 to 24 Other
Requirements 

Articles 15 to 24 set out other
requirements, such as entry into force,
amendments, duration, or termination,
among others. 



MODULE 3.
Article 6.2 activities & the
activity cycle

Potential Article 6.2 activities in the context of the NDCs
The steps required from the identification of a potential Article 6.2
activity to its approval, verification, issuance of ITMOs, and
authorization for transfer.

After this module, the participants should have a good understanding of
the following:

46
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Identification of Article 6.2
type of projects to
promote a higher level of
ambition 

Which mitigation activities under the
conditional NDC target have already
received international climate finance
(e.g., through the financial mechanism
of the UNFCCC [12] (GCF)), multilateral
development banks, or bilateral
finance institutions), and which ones
are in the pipeline for future
international climate finance.

How well the country is on track to
meet the combined (unconditional and
conditional) NDC targets, and which
mechanisms are in place to track
progress (e.g., the national system for
collecting and reporting data).

The identification of adequate
mitigation activities to be
supported through cooperative
approaches is one of the first
activities after a country decides
to participate in Article 6.2. 

This will inform the strategic decision on
how to collaborate with other countries:

Mitigation action types that generate large volumes of credits at low
financial risk (such as industrial gas projects) are likely to be more
attractive to potential purchasers of ITMOs - they will also have
relatively low transaction costs. Transferring countries may instead wish
to prioritize other types of activities for approval or authorization, such
as energy efficiency projects or less mature renewable energy projects.

To identify mitigation activities that go
beyond the NDC, the transferring
country needs to identify and assess the
mitigation potential of the mitigation
plans until the NDC target end year,
ideally disaggregated by sectors and
technologies. The assessment can
include:

Which mitigation activities it can
support with domestic financing
capacity and through policies and
measures to achieve the unconditional 

The assessment may result in an ex-ante
determination of preferred mitigation
actions that can include limitations for
sectors or technologies, as well as relate
to the size and scale of the mitigation
actions. 

NDC targets, and which ones underpin
the conditional NDC targets that
require international support.

[12] Developed country Parties (Annex II Parties) shall provide financial resources to assist developing
country Parties in implementing the Convention. To facilitate this, the Convention established a Financial
Mechanism to provide funds to developing country Parties. Available online.

https://unfccc.int/topics/climate-finance/the-big-picture/climate-finance-in-the-negotiations/climate-finance
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Top-down or pro-active approach: Specify what sectors and for what technologies there is
an interest to authorize ITMOs. The transferring country can in advance specify what type of
activities, under what scope (sectors, gases), and for which time frame, it will authorize Article
6.2 activities. There are several approaches to the identification of preferred sectors and
technologies. This approach requires a strategy for participation in cooperative approaches
and an institutional framework, continuous stakeholder involvement, and a thorough
understanding of domestic and international market investment opportunities, including the
potential for carbon finance.

Roles for Article 6.2 activities
identification (ministry of
environment, line ministries,
private sector)

The roles of different actors in the
identification of mitigation actions depend
on the overall approach to cooperative
approaches. One aspect is whether the
general approach to participation includes
a consideration of whether the approval
and/or authorization procedure should 

A transferring country can relate to the
backdrop that the national conditions
create in several ways when approaching
hosting Article 6.2 activities. There are two
main approaches:

focus on individual activities (i.e.,
authorizing and/or approving on a case-
by-case basis) or be based on a broad set
of criteria. What approach to select
depends on the overall strategy to
participation in international carbon
markets. 

Bottom-up or reactive approach: Leave to mitigation activity developers and interested
acquiring countries to approach the government, deciding on policy for authorization ad-hoc,
as proposals come in. This approach could mean engaging in cooperative approaches based
on interest expressed by domestic private actors or an international partner only. In the most
extreme case, the transferring country can wait for requests for authorization of Article 6.2
activities and at the point of the request, assess if and how mitigation outcomes can be
created and transferred to the applying entity. In practice, the extreme case of a bottom-up
approach may not be likely since targets set in countries’ NDCs will steer their approach to
approving mitigation actions. 

48
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The Activity Cycle
The steps an Article 6.2 activity
goes through from early design
to ITMO authorization are often
referred to as the activity cycle. 

Once the approach for determining eligible
sectors is agreed upon, the cooperative
approach needs to define how an ITMO
can be generated and approved. 

This is to be determined by the
participating countries within the
framework of the Article 6.2 guidance
(contained in Decision 2/CMA3 and future
CMA decisions), i.e., the countries in the
cooperative agreement. For instance, a
cooperative approach may include the
linking of emissions trading schemes (ETS),
or the transfer of mitigation outcomes
between countries based on bilaterally or
multilaterally agreed baseline-and-crediting
mechanisms, programmematic approaches,
or sectoral level interventions (including
policies).

The most common case in the cooperative
approaches that are being developed
nowadays is for supporting emissions
reduction projects based on a baseline-
and-crediting mechanism. Developing a
baseline-and-crediting mechanism from
scratch would require significant work and
would include the development of the
following elements: 

49
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Methodologies
Monitoring
Reporting
Verification

The participating countries can also
choose to use only some elements from
existing independent carbon crediting
programmes or even existing UNFCCC
elements from the Kyoto Protocol
mechanisms. This is the case of accepting
the use of UNFCCC-approved accounting
methodologies, or deciding that accredited
third-party entities (verifiers) by a specific
programme or an international climate
standard are authorized to validate the
project design and verify actual emissions
reductions for the cooperative approach. 

Governance and accounting
Definition of institutional arrangements
(authorities and responsibilities) 
Validation procedures
Supervision of activity cycle
Accounting and registries
Scope and eligibility
Scope of activities
Temporal scope
Geographical eligibility
Sectoral eligibility

Monitoring, Reporting and
Verification

Under a cooperative agreement, countries
can decide to use existing independent
carbon crediting programmes for the
generation and verification of units, or they
can agree on the design of an activity cycle
specific to the cooperative approach. This
could mean that the activity cycle of the
independent carbon crediting programme
is used from developing the project design
documentation, to defining the emissions
monitoring report, to the issuance of units.
In this case, the units verified and
registered in the programme registry are
not ITMOs, i.e., authorization and issuance
of ITMOs is a separate process once the
units are duly verified. At the time of
authorization for use of ITMOs, The
transferring country can require the
cancellation of units in the programme
registry, ensuring that those units cannot
be used by any other actor or for any other
purpose. 

One example of this is China’s use of CDM
methodologies for their domestic offset
programme. The China Voluntary GHG
Emission Reduction Program (CCER) has
been in operation since 2012 and relevant
rules and procedures have been well-
tested. Carbon credits (CCERs) generated
under this programme have been utilized
for offsetting purposes in China’s regional
carbon emissions trading systems. The
rules and procedures as well as technical
standards, including methodologies, of
the programme have largely followed the
practice of the clean development
mechanism (CDM) of the Kyoto Protocol.
Most of the methodologies approved
under the programme are approved CDM
methodologies without any alternation
and only a very limited number of
methodologies have been developed for
the purpose of this programme.

Current examples of activity
cycles
The collaboration between Japan and
Indonesia under the Joint Crediting
Mechanism (JCM) framework includes
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collaboration regarding the use of
verifiers. Indonesia’s JCM requires
validation and verification of individual
projects by third-party entities and as of
September 2021, has nine individual
entities authorized to validate and verify
emission reductions. [13]

arrangements are identified, from project
participants to government units such as
the Joint Committee, and third-party
entities. Initial steps include the
submission and approval of a proposed
methodology, followed by processes that
are common to all project cycles, including
validation, registration, monitoring,
verification, and final issuance of units.
While other key steps are not included in
the figure below, they are carried out
implicitly as part of issuance, including
approval and authorization. 

The following figure describes the activity
cycle that is included under the JCM for
Japan’s activities under Article 6. The
activity cycle is similar to that of the CDM
under the Kyoto Protocol. In the JCM,
multiple actors and institutional 

Figure 8- Project cycle of the JCM.

[13] ADB (2021) Article 6 of the Paris Agreement: Drawing Lessons from the Joint Crediting Mechanism (Version II)
[14] Source: Ministry of the Environment Japan (MOEJ) (2022) Recent Developments of The Joint Crediting
Mechanism (JCM)
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Another activity cycle, which sets out the
process for activities designed under
Article 6.2, is that of Switzerland [15]. The
process begins with the registration of a
mitigation activity, followed immediately
after by an application and an evaluation
of the submitted activity. At this stage, not
all design needs to have been developed. 

The full design and planning of the
mitigation activity is carried out in step 4,
which also includes funding for
development support. Steps 5, 6, and 7 are
common activity cycles and involve
validation, authorization, and later
implementation, which is also coupled with
long-term financing support.

Figure 9 - Switzerland Activity Cycle

[15] Accessible online here.

https://www.international.klik.ch/getting-involved/participation-process
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Activity level contribution to increased
ambition 
GHG emissions reduction accounting
methodologies 

Environmental integrity at the
activity level

These concepts are critical to ensure that
projects/activities implemented under
any cooperative approach agreement
preserve environmental integrity.
Emissions reductions supported as part
of cooperative approaches must be
additional to what those countries could
achieve without the support – i.e.,
contribute to a higher level of ambition
compared to what countries have already
committed to in their NDCs. How
individual activities contribute to a higher
level of ambition is a complex process. 

Environmental integrity at the activity level
is governed by the provisions that ensure
the following concepts are met:

Activities design document
requirements
Monitoring and reporting

Figure 10 - Generic Activity Cycle

Concept Note

The first step is that the activity proponent, such as the owner of a plant, a
municipality, or an NGO pursuing a programme, develops a concept note or
project idea note. This can include a first estimation of emission reductions (ER),
taking into account the baseline, accepted accounting methodologies, and
demonstrating that the activity is additional to the level of ambition of the NDC. 
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Detailed Design

The guidance for cooperative approaches
states that reference levels and baselines
should be set conservatively and below
“business-as-usual” emissions projects
(including by considering all existing
policies and addressing uncertainties in
quantification and potential leakage
(Decision 2/CMA.3, Annex, paragraph 18)).
Considering “all existing policies” implies
that the baseline is to be set to include the
policies and measures implemented for
achieving the NDC. This is also in the
interest of the transferring country, which
wants to ensure it can achieve its NDC. 

Validation refers to the independent
assessment of the potential Article 6.2
activity against applicable requirements,
normally at the design stage or before
recognition as an Article 6.2 activity. 
Validation is not elaborated in the Article
6.2 guidance but is required for the Article
6.4 mechanism and most independent
carbon crediting programmes . Validation
can contribute to the proper development
of Article 6.2 activities and provides
assurance to all involved stakeholders. 

Approval or pre-authorization

The approval of the mitigation activity
means that the activity fulfills national
requirements and that it can generate
ITMOs for transfer to the acquiring
country or another type of participant.  

To start, every emission reduction
programme must determine a “baseline”
or “reference level” against which
performance is measured periodically.
The assumptions upon which these
baselines are established, and the
accounting methodologies used to
calculate emission reductions vary by
sector and programme scale. Standard-
setters define the requirements that
these baselines and the monitoring
systems activities must meet to ensure
the highest accounting standards to
enable the most trustworthy results.

The MADD provides the details of the
design of the mitigation activity. It is an
important document as it may be shared
between the cooperating countries,
providing a common understanding and
appraisal of the verification of the
mitigation outcomes. 

It is important to address validation in the
cooperative agreement, for instance
defining the type of independent entities
authorized to do the validation, the design
of the process, and how the outcome of
validation shall be approved and accepted
by both Parties to the bilateral agreement.
For instance, the countries could also
agree that there should not be a specific
validation and that the validation is made
in conjunction with the first verification. 

If implemented as validated, the activity
will be eligible for the cooperative
approach and ITMO transfer. 

Validation
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The approval can also authorize the
participants in the mitigation activity, i.e.,
the parties engaged in the transaction of
ITMOs (see Approach to authorization,
Module 4).  This is particularly relevant for
transfers towards OIMP- companies that
would need formal approval to know
they are eligible to transact ITMOs once
these are issued.  The approval can be
made jointly with the cooperating
country, to conclude that the mitigation
activity fulfills the requirements of the
cooperative approach.   

The cooperative approach agreement
should clearly define the process for
approval and the acceptance of the
outcome of the application process by all
Parties.

This approval does not authorize a
specific amount of ITMOs for transfer
and does not trigger corresponding
adjustments. The approval can include an
estimation of mitigation outcomes
resulting from the activity but will
typically not include the specific amount
of ITMOs to be transferred. 

The transferring country has likely made
an assessment regarding how transferring
ITMOs will impact the NDC, how the
activity contributes to sustainable
development, and how it contributes to
other relevant objectives. 
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Monitoring and verification of
emissions reductions

Deep Dive: Approval vs
Authorization

It might be useful to have separate
processes for activity approval and for
the authorization of the use of mitigation
outcomes from the activities. A
differentiation between the approval of
the activity and the authorization of the
first transfer of ITMOs is the approach
taken in the process for the Article 6.4
mechanism (decision 3/CMA.3 Annex.
Section C). 

This distinction would allow for
separating the processes that approve a
specific activity (e.g., a large
infrastructure project), and the volume of
mitigation outcomes that can be
transferred from the activity.  Approval
also provides an opportunity for the
transferring country to verify that the
mitigation action complies with the
originally approved design. There may be
instances where important changes (e.g.,
in meeting regulatory standards) occur to
the activity between the time it is
approved and the issuance of ITMOs. A
transferring country could then
determine whether the activity could still
operate under the mechanism and issue
ITMOs following these changes. 

On balance, the distinction between
approval and authorization processes
may also mean higher transaction costs
and uncertainty for investors and activity
participants, as well as higher
implementation costs for the transferring
country. An approval could include 

confirmation and information on how the
activity contributes to sustainable
development in the transferring country
and an explanation of how the activity
contributes to the implementation of the
NDC and the purposes referred to in
Article 6, paragraph 1. This could be useful
for the bilateral partner(s) in the
cooperative approach, signaling that once
the mitigation outcomes have been
achieved, these can be authorized as
ITMOs for transfer. The approval can also
indicate, if required or preferred at this
stage, for what purpose authorization is
planned, e.g., for NDC use of other
international mitigation purposes. 

The decision on the authorization of
participants may need to be made at
different points in time for different
actors. Private sector participants
counting on carbon finance as part of the
financial package would need this
decision up-front, whereas public sector
participants, e.g., implementing a
sectoral intervention, may get the
decision to authorize the transfer of
mitigation outcomes only after the
sectoral intervention has achieved
mitigation outcomes beyond a target.
The authorization of participants should
give the implementer/developer an
indication of the number of mitigation
outcomes that they can claim as ITMOs. 

Once mitigation activities are underway,
data is collected and processed to
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ITMOs Registration

achieved against the baseline during the
monitoring period using the approved
monitoring plan as defined in the MADD. 

Depending on the programme, data
collection could entail tracking the
operation of clean cookstoves, reading
electricity meters on home solar power
units, or surveying changes in tree cover,
among other activities. Emission
reduction results are then compiled into
a report that is subject to third-party
verification by an entity accredited
according to the requirements of the
standard being used. Verifiers often need
to sift through large volumes of data, so
well-documented results that thoroughly
demonstrate accuracy, transparency, and
compliance with the standard can help
smooth the process. 

The requirements for how to monitor and
report emissions reduction are stated in
the applicable methodologies - either
methodologies internationally recognized
in the cooperative approach or those
specifically designed bespoke to the
cooperative agreement. Calculated
emissions are then compiled into a
monitoring report that is subject to third-
party verification. As with validation, the
verification process is to be agreed upon
by the participating countries. For
instance, the collaboration between Japan
and Indonesia under the JCM framework
includes collaboration regarding the use of
eligible verifiers. 

Individual participating Parties need to
have arrangements in place to authorize
the use of ITMOs towards the achievement
of NDCs as a pre-requisite to participating
in a cooperative approach under Article
6.2.  However, the Article 6.2 guidance does
not prescribe how individual Parties would
need to set up such arrangements.  
Authorization is therefore a country-driven
process, and countries can establish their
own legal and institutional frameworks for
the authorization process. Article 6.2
emphasizes that participation is voluntary,
and that authorization is required from
participating countries.   Partners in a
cooperative approach can decide on how
to set the rules and guidance for each of
the steps (Authorization is discussed in
detail in Module 4, Approach to
authorization). 

Once the MOs are verified, these can be
issued and authorized for transfer.

Authorization

The Article 6.2 guidance does not
prescribe or regulate the issuance of
ITMOs, as the definition of ITMOs is open
and ITMOs can be generated in different
ways under different schemes. However,
there is a requirement that unique
identifiers are applied to ITMOs to enable
effective tracking. 

Once ITMOs have been authorized and
issued, the transferring country must be
able to track the ITMOs. A participating
country is responsible for reporting on
authorizations it has issued and the
ITMOs it tracks through its tracking
arrangements. 



[16] See also text on the SBSTA work programme on p. 8 – information from decision 2/CMA3. 58

Once ITMOs have been authorized and
issued, the transferring country must be
able to track the ITMOs. A participating
country is responsible for reporting on
authorizations it has issued and the
ITMOs it tracks through its tracking
arrangements. 

ITMO tracking

Once ITMOs have been authorized and
issued, the transferring country must be
able to track the ITMOs. A participating
country is responsible for reporting on
authorizations it has issued and the
ITMOs it tracks through its tracking
arrangements, but it has no requirement
to track ITMOs authorized by other
participating countries in the cooperative
approach and/or ITMOs from a
cooperative approach that it is not
involved in.

Tracking varies when the transferring
country authorizes ITMOs for other
international mitigation purpose(s)
(OIMPs). In this case, the “first transfer” is
either the authorization, the issuance,
the use, or the cancellation (Decision
2/CMP3, annex, paragraph 2). The
transferring country needs to ensure that
there is information about the first
transfer being implemented. The
transferring country cannot rely on an
acquiring country to continue tracking
after the first transfer. 

Participating countries may determine
the legal and technical approach to
tracking ITMOs according to their
national circumstances. It must be
consistent with the guidance for Article
6.2 and be in a manner that enables
them to meet their accounting and
reporting obligations. [16]
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The Role of Government in
the Aggregation of Mitigation
Outcomes

At any reasonably large level of
jurisdiction (city/county, province,
national), the sourcing (or origination) of
mitigation outcomes could be made by a
government institution. This would be
relevant in the cases where it can be
assumed that the private sector will not
have the incentive, due to limited
commercial viability, to develop
programmes for the aggregation of
mitigation outcomes; for instance, when it
concerns small and micro-scale activities. 

Background information
& deep dive

[17] This section is based on The World Bank and Vivid Economics. 2018. “The potential for
climate auctions as a mechanism for NDC implementation”, by The World Bank, Washington, DC

There could be different ways for a
designated purchasing authority to
aggregate mitigation activities. [17] The
World Bank has developed the concept of
climate auctions. This is an innovative
public climate finance mechanism, with a
high potential to support NDCs
implementation through cost-effectively
leveraging private investment (the
mitigation outcomes do not need to be
exported). Climate auctions consist of three
essential elements: 

A central legal entity could be appointed
as a purchasing authority, acting as a hub
between the Government, project
developers/owners, and international
buyers. This central entity would need to
arrange formal agreements with
companies (or other types of entities) 

Climate Auctions

Products: the sale of price guarantees
for climate assets. Climate assets are
(tradable) units that represent specific
climate-outputs or outcomes, such as
emission reductions, energy efficiency
savings, or renewable energy. The price
guarantee usually takes the form of an
option contract that gives the owner the
right, but not the obligation, to sell the
climate asset in the future at the stated
price; 

Price formation: the price paid for the
guarantee is determined by an auction
format where multiple bidders compete 
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The use of competitive bidding and the
results-based nature of the auction
model helps ensure that public resources
are allocated efficiently and effectively,
and allows firms to become increasingly
familiar with responding to price signals
to deliver abatement. 

As such, climate auctions are a form of
results-based climate finance. The Pilot
Auction Facility (PAF), an example of a
climate auction, has delivered cost-
effective abatement. The PAF sold
tradeable price guarantees, in the form
of options contracts, to support
abatement. To date, there have been
three PAF auctions, with the first two
focusing on methane abatement from
landfills and the most recent auction
focusing on nitrous oxide abatement
from nitric acid production. Together, the
three auctions have allocated US$54
million in climate finance to reduce 21
MtCO2e, with bidders paying US$13
million in premiums to acquire the
options. The net cost of the mechanism
to the auction funders has been just over
US$ 2/tCO2e. 

Risk sharing: the owner of the option
contract is only allowed to make use of
the fixed price guarantee if a third party
verifies that the owner has satisfactorily
delivered the climate asset. 

Existing studies on the PAF suggest there
is potential to replicate the climate
auctions model in other sectors and
across other emissions sources and
climate outcomes. 



Parties that choose to engage in
cooperative approaches may choose to
determine the type of collaboration that
they are willing to undertake, while only
having several requirements which are set
out in Article 6.2 guidance. Transferring and
receiving countries are to define different
requirements for Article 6.2 activities to
ensure, among other things, that
environmental integrity is preserved.
Countries may do this unilaterally in the
process of seeking activities to support, or
during the negotiation of the cooperative
approaches. 

Case study: setting
project-level
requirements through
cooperative agreements,
positive lists, or use of
tools (MAAP).

Several different requirements are set
out by the Swedish Energy Agency (SEA)
for activities that would be used under
cooperative approaches with Sweden.
These can be broadly divided into the
following categories:

Sweden: Project-level
requirements
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Host or acquiring countries may choose to
use pre-existing, internationally recognized
requirements for different stages of the
activity cycle: project design, development,
accounting, monitoring, and reporting.

As an example, Sweden has set out
specific project requirements in calls for
proposals for projects that will be used
under Article 6.2. 

Activity type 
Transaction
Technology and sector
Environmental integrity
Host country
Ambition
Proponent

Other methods for setting project-level
requirements are the use of positive lists
for project identification, or the use of
screening tools like the MAAP (Mitigation
Action Assessment Protocol) Tool.

https://www.energimyndigheten.se/en/
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Source: SEA

The following table outlines the specific criteria under each category:
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Source: SEA
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Positive lists further represent a tool that
countries can use in ensuring that their
national objectives, strategies, and
requirements for participation are met.
Given that the Paris Agreement does not
prescribe the form of cooperation,
particularly on the types of activities or
technologies that may be eligible, limiting
these through a predefined list of
activities that would fall under the scope
can be an effective way for Parties to
operate within Article 6, particularly as an
acquiring Party.

they may choose to define a positive list
which includes activities only from the
selected projects under their conditional
target. For countries without a
conditional target, these activities will be
defined to be out of the scope of the
activities already defined under their
NDC, and not subject to achievement
through receiving additional international
finance. Countries that set out positive
lists will also include requirements that
the activities are additional and increase
the level of ambition.

Use of Positive Lists

Positive lists can shape how a country
looks to participate in Article 6.2 and the
activities that will be carried out under it.
For a host country, this can help give clarity
to stakeholders and project developers in
knowing where to focus their efforts, and it
can drive action into ‘high-hanging fruit’
projects or technologies – projects or
technologies which may be traditionally,
due to cost or market penetration,
inaccessible for host countries. This can
support countries in achieving their NDC
while supporting sustainable development
and implementing new technologies or
providing sustainable development
benefits in strategic sectors. 

Host countries will choose to use positive
lists to define the activities that go beyond
an NDC, so as to ensure that the level of
ambition increases through the use of
cooperative approaches. In the case of
countries with already conditional targets, 

From there, the country will set out
requirements in its positive list, translating
these into common criteria. For example,
the activities must:

Include non-common technologies or
practices.
Otherwise challenging to finance. 
Fit specific ‘high-hanging fruit’ sectors
or technologies.
Support sustainable development.
Etc.

Some countries at the forefront of Article
6.2 implementation are setting out
different criteria for the creation of a
positive list. One such example is Ghana,
which identifies a number of criteria for
projects to be developed as ITMOs for
international transfer. These criteria are
then translated into a positive pre-selected
list of eligible activities, which may be
eligible to be automatically approved.
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The following table includes the criteria presented in Ghana’s Article 6.2 Framework,
among others:

Additionally, Ghana’s Article 6.2 Framework
specifies that activities or technologies
must be within the scope of the 25
conditional mitigation areas from Ghana’s
NDC:

Reduction in gas flaring in oil and gas
production 
Landfill gas management
Waste to energy 

Biological treatment of waste by
compost and biogas
Wildfire management, forest
conservation and forest plantation 
Freight rail transport and electric
vehicles

Energy efficiency in residence,
commerce, public buildings, and
industry. 
Energy-efficient and renewable energy
powered public water facilities.
Green cooling in air conditioners and
domestic refrigerators.
Improved biomass and LPG cooking
stoves
Sustainable charcoal production
Distributed solar PV systems
Solar Mini-grids
Utility-scale solar
Utility-scale wind 
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As well as other sectors and technologies,
which are included as a pre-selected list for
the years of 2022 to 2025:

Waste:

o Landfill gas management
o W2E (waste to energy) technologies
o Composting of organic waste

Renewable energy:

o Distributed solar photovoltaic
technologies
o Off-shore wind technologies
o Micro/pico-hydro
o Biomass gasification/biogas
o Solar photovoltaic mini-grids

Sustainable cooking:

o High-efficiency improved biomass
o LPG cooking stoves

Use of Mitigation Action
Assessment Protocol (MAAP)

The MAAP tool, as well as comprehensive
user guidance and background information,
can be found here. 

Other ways of comparing and assessing
project proposals or existing projects are
through the use of evaluation tools, such
as the MAAP. The MAAP framework was 
 developed by the World Bank to ensure
that the many different types of mitigation
actions possible under the bottom-up
structure of the Paris Agreement are
evaluated through a flexible framework,
enabling policymakers to screen project
proposals effectively. This tool was
developed for the assessment of complex
programmes and is best suited for that
type of assessment than for single-instance
projects.

https://maap.worldbank.org/#/homepage


MODULE 4.
Transfer authorization and
corresponding adjustments

The key issues that countries may want to address before authorizing the
transfer of MOs
Activity approval vs authorization
How an authorization procedure can be established
The concept of corresponding adjustments, and its implications for
participating Parties.

After this session, participants should have a good understanding of the following:
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Participating Parties need to have
arrangements in place to authorize the
use of ITMOs towards the achievement
of NDCs as a pre-requisite to
participate in a cooperative approach
under Article 6.2. However, the Article
6.2 guidance does not prescribe how
individual Parties would need to set up
such arrangements. Authorization is
therefore a country-driven process,
and countries can establish their own
legal and institutional frameworks for
the authorization process. [17] 

Approach to authorization and that authorization is required from
participating countries

This section provides an
understanding of how
authorization can be set up,
depending on the scope and
purpose of authorization. 

There is no specific guidance under
Article 6.2 on how the authorization
should be implemented. However, the
guidance clarifies that authorization is
necessary for use toward NDC
achievement or the use of ITMOs for
OIMPs (decision 2/CMA.3 Annex. para
16). This reflects the need to avoid
double counting, for instance when
mitigation outcomes are transferred to
be used for compliance with the Carbon
Offsetting and Reduction Scheme for
International Aviation (CORSIA), or for
voluntary offsetting. 

The Article 6.2 guidance does not specify the format or approach for
authorizing ITMOs for use towards the NDC or other international
mitigation purposes. Some degree of standardization could be useful,
and under the CMA, the Parties can agree on minimum requirements
for the information that an authorization document should contain. 

[18] Lo Re, L., J. Ellis and S. Greiner (2022), "The birth of an ITMO: Authorisation under Article 6 of the Paris
Agreement", OECD/IEA Climate Change Expert Group Papers, No. 2022/03, OECD Publishing, Paris. Available
Online.

Authorization is not clearly defined in
the guidance for cooperative
approaches. However, the definition of
authorization in Article 6.2 emphasizes
that participation is voluntary, 

Authorization is required in relation to:

The cooperative approach (paragraphs
18 (g) and 21 (c))

ITMOs for use (i.e., towards the
achievement of an NDC or other
international mitigation purposes
(OIMP) (paragraphs 1 (d), 1 (f), 20 (a)
and 21 (c))Entities participating in a
cooperative approach (paragraphs 18
(g) and 23 (d))



ITMO issuing country. ITMOs transferred
after the first transfer are not authorizing
ITMOs and are therefore not required to
apply corresponding adjustments. When
the ITMO is used for NDC achievement by
the “final” acquiring country, it must apply
corresponding adjustments. 

Possible requisites may include (in order
of importance): [19]
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a) Date;
b) Number of authorization;
c) Party;
d) Issuing authority, contact information
and elements for authentication;
e) Cooperative approach from which
MOs/ITMOs are authorized;
f) Amount and details of MOs/ITMOs
authorized towards NDC;
g) Amount and details of MOs/ITMOs
authorized towards OIMP and authorized
entities (in a manner that enables linking
the MOs/ITMOs to tracking information);
h) NDC implementation period;
i) Other authorized entities, including
scope of authorization;
j) Special condition applicable to the
authorization, including permissible
changes, if envisaged;
k) Details related to the OIMP;
l) Link to a public repository of the
authorization;

As well as details of the mitigation
activity, including but not limited to: 

Methodology
Sector
Type
Crediting period
Monitoring

Authorization of ITMO use is required for
the first transfer - corresponding
adjustments are triggered when the
ITMOs are authorized for use for NDC or
OIMP of the first transfer “out” of the 

ITMOs are linked to the cooperative
approach that they originate from. As a
result, the authorization of ITMOs needs to
provide a link to the specific cooperative
approach which it originates from. The
cooperative approach to which ITMOs are
authorized is a noteworthy characteristic of
the ITMOs. 

A country can participate in several
cooperative approaches. However, host
countries that generate ITMOs have to
make an irrevocable choice of the
cooperative approach to which the ITMO
will belong to before authorizing the ITMO.
Countries that may wish to acquire ITMOs
would have to join the cooperative
approach that the ITMO is associated with.
This is necessary to clearly establish the
boundaries of cooperation and prevent
potential disputes between participating
Parties in different cooperative approaches
on the basis of ITMOs that cross
boundaries of cooperative approaches.

A host Party may authorize ITMOs for use(s)
without another participating Party joining
the cooperative approach. For example, a
host Party may authorize ITMOs for OIMP
to be used domestically (a unilateral
cooperative approach). In this regard, there
is no guidance relating to the role and type
of the authorized entities.
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Authorization will trigger corresponding
adjustments. Section III of the Annex to the
COP26 decision for Article 6 (decision
2/CMA.3), together with paragraph 77 (d) of
decision 18/CMA.46 provides details on the
creation and application of corresponding
adjustments. Corresponding adjustments
must be applied in a manner that ensures
transparency, accuracy, completeness,
comparability, and consistency, and be
representative and consistent with the
participating Party’s NDC.  

Corresponding adjustments Corresponding Adjustments for
Single-Year Targets 

One important consideration for parties
applying corresponding adjustments is if
their NDCs are formulated in multi-year or
single-year targets. In both cases, one
option is to indicate or calculate a multiyear
emissions trajectory or create a carbon
budget. Corresponding adjustments can
then be made annually for the total
volumes transferred or used. In the case of
single-year targets, an alternative method
is defined in the averaging method.50 The
work programme under Article 6.2 specifies
that further guidance is to be determined
on this topic. 

Figure 11 - Methods of Corresponding Adjustments (CA). 
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To achieve their NDCs, it is essential for
Parties that the outcome of mitigation
actions is reflected in the indicators used
to track progress, and that the mitigation
outcomes contribute to achieving the
NDC and do not lead to a net increase in
emissions for the transferring country. 

Link to tracking progress of
NDC and accounting

The Enhanced Transparency Framework
(ETF) and Article 6 are linked through the
two reporting areas of the Paris
Agreement: the national GHG inventory
and the tracking of progress. The ETF and
Article 6 are linked through the NDCs,
which are the main operational
instrument and obligation of the Paris
Agreement. NDCs have different types of
targets – absolute, relative, or intensity
GHG targets, against different base years,
for different scopes (economy-wide, a set
of sectors), can be expressed using
different metrics, and can consist of
planned policies and measures. 

Parties of the Paris Agreement will need
to report biennially on their progress
towards the domestic NDC target in their
BTR and will need to submit a national
inventory report.  For this purpose,
Parties should implement an overarching 

framework for enhanced transparency,
including but not limited to - monitoring,
reporting, and verification (MRV) of
mitigation outcomes at various levels
(national, sectoral, and activity level) and
tracking progress toward NDC
achievement.

Depending on the type of target,
different data sets may be used to assess
the progress in implementing the NDC.
The first set of data is the national GHG
inventory, the second type is the data
needed for estimating the impact of
policies, measures, and actions, and the
third set of data relates to the projects or
baseline, typically a business-as-usual
scenario. These three data sources offer
ways of calculating the progress towards,
or the achievement of the target. If a
country wants to analyze the progress for
indicators that are not relevant to the
national GHG inventory, similar data sets
would need to be created for those
indicators. 

Article 6.2 tracking tools must be
integrated into or strongly linked to the
NDC tracking systems so that a country
can monitor progress in NDC
implementation while considering the
accounting implications of corresponding
adjustments. 
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Background information
and deep dive

Requirements for Tracking
ITMOs

Each participating Party shall track and
record ITMOs from a cooperative
approach consistently during the NDC
implementation period. 

ITMOs shall be uniquely identified in a
way that renders ITMOs traceable to the
mitigation outcome(s) represented. 

Each ITMO shall have a unique
identifier. The unique identifier for each
ITMO shall comprise at the minimum: 

The recent decision on Article 6.2 at
COP27 (decision – /CMA.4) states the
following requirements and points of
information for tracking: 

(a) The identifier of the
cooperative approach; 
(b) The identifier of the
originating Party registry; 
(c) The identifier of the first
transferring Party; 
(d) The serial number; 
(e) The vintage of the underlying
mitigation outcome. 

ITMOs can be tracked and reported in
blocks. 
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The logic of adjustments is quite simple.
For cooperative approaches where a GHG
metric is used and the corresponding
adjustments are made against an
“emissions balance”, the country performs
corresponding adjustments as follows:

Application of corresponding
adjustments (GHG metrics,
non-GHG metrics, policies, and
measures, single-year targets)

The preparations for participation in
cooperative approaches, which is one
element the countries must report on,
differ in content for three main cases.
These cases are derived from the type of
NDCs the participating countries may
communicate:

Quantitative mitigation targets applying
CO2eq metrics

Quantitative mitigation applying non-
GHG metrics

Policies and measures

Corresponding Adjustments for GHG
metrics 

“(a) Adding the quantity of ITMOs
authorized and first transferred, for the
calendar year in which the mitigation
outcomes occurred pursuant to paragraph
7 above; 

b) Subtracting the quantity of ITMOs used
pursuant to paragraph 7 above for the
calendar year in which the mitigation
outcomes are used towards the

The logic is that a country that is exporting
mitigation outcomes (emission reductions
or removals) cannot count the mitigation
outcomes to its NDC and therefore cannot
account for the mitigation outcomes when
reporting its GHG emission levels. The
acquiring country can account for the
mitigation outcomes and therefore
withdraw emissions from its GHG emission
level. The addition and subtractions are not
against the GHG inventory, but against an
“emissions balance” established in Decision
18/CMA.1 Paragraph 77 (d), i.e., the
anthropogenic emissions by sources and
removals by sinks that are covered by
mitigation targets or measures in the NDC. 

implementation and achievement of the NDC,
ensuring that the mitigation outcomes are
used within the same NDC implementation
period as when they occurred.” 

Corresponding Adjustments for non-
GHG metrics 

ITMOs in non-GHG metrics could be
accounted for against non-GHG NDC
targets and CAs undertaken against a
national balance of the relevant metric. For
non-GHG metrics the logic is reversed:  

“Subtracting the quantity of ITMOs authorized
and first transferred, for the calendar year in
which the mitigation outcomes occurred. 

Adding the quantity of ITMOs used for the
calendar year in which the mitigation
outcomes are used towards the
implementation and achievement of the NDC,
ensuring that the mitigation outcomes are
used within the same NDC implementation
period as when they occurred. “ 
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Corresponding adjustments for transfers
when the NDC is not quantified, and
consists of policies and measures, shall
follow the general principles for
corresponding adjustments. In this case,
the corresponding adjustments will also
be made against the emissions balance
described in 77(d).  

An example is where the metric used is
renewable electricity generation in MWh. If
the transferring country exports ITMOs, it
means that the volume of electricity in
MWh has to be subtracted from the overall
generation of electricity from renewable
sources in that country. The country
designated to use the ITMOs will instead
add the volume of electricity to its national
generation volume. For both countries, this
is to be made in a metric-specific account
(compare this with the idea of a buffer
account above).  

The use of non-GHG metrics has implications
for the GHG inventory reporting process 

Corresponding Adjustments for Policies
and Measures 
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since conversion to GHG has to be made -
even though non-GHG  metrics are used
as indicators for measuring NDC progress
(involving ITMOs in the non-GHG metric).



Multiple support tools and initiatives to
promote participation in cooperative
approaches are being developed to
support the operationalization of Article 6.
This is critically important as the bottom-
up approach of the Paris Agreement
implies that a large variety of approaches
for collaboration could be developed. This
may lead to large diversity in the types of
units transacted as ITMOs and may result
in a lack of liquidity, meaning that a large
diversity may cause uncertainty in the
attractiveness of transactions. In this
context, it is important that countries have
access to tools and processes to improve
transparency of transactions and
cooperation. This is well aligned with the
detailed transparency requirements set out
in the ETF  (Article 13 of the Paris
Agreement).

Case Study: UNDP’s
Platform for Voluntary
Bilateral Cooperation

The platform serves to simplify the
process flows for running Article 6.2
activities via managing the activity cycle;
including document uploads, providing
access for developers, verifiers, and
validators, and serving to manage
activities overall. Users can use the
platform to upload documents in parallel
to country administrators using the
platform to review and manage project
development and the submission of
documents. The platform also enables
projects to be registered and data
relevant to project development and
operation to be inputted; such as
identifying monitoring dates. This data
may be necessary for tracking the status
of the project at various stages. The
platform can provide accounting for the
revenue that is generated from a
particular project, tracking ITMOs and
other data post-implementation. 

Platform Functions
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operationalizing Article 6.2 on the
ground, in a transparent, internationally
recognized, and efficient way. Currently,
the platform is being tested in
Switzerland, Ghana, and Vanuatu.

One such tool is UNDP’s Platform for
Voluntary Bilateral Cooperation – or ‘the
platform’. In this section, the platform will
be presented as a useful tool for speeding
up collaboration efforts and 

https://carboncooperation.undp.org/
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The platform is open for countries to build
on or implement in each of their national
climate or environmental entities, as
required, and supports the effective
management of data, documents, and
information, following the complex
requirements for participation.
Furthermore, its modularity allows for
future proofing and interoperability with
other platforms also described in case
studies for this course, such as the
UNFCCC global registry, the Climate Action
Data Trust from the World Bank, and the
UNDP ITMO Platform. Documents are also
provided through its dedicated website,
which can support countries in taking part
and supporting the development of
solutions.

At the time of writing, work is being carried
out to link the platform to the Climate 
 Action Data trust, which will provide users
with an end-to-end digital system.

Many countries are now simultaneously
working towards developing national
frameworks and processes that can fulfill
the requirements of Article 6.2
transactions, while also entering into
cooperation agreements as both host and
acquiring countries. Within this context,
the Platform for Voluntary Bilateral
Cooperation can serve countries to fulfill
several of the requirements faster than if a
country were to develop a custom national
platform.

Additionally, the platform also intends to
lower the costs associated with Article 6.2
operations. The processing of project
documents and other documentation
during the project development cycle
manually can also require costs on the side
of the acquiring or host country, including
the management of activities at all stages,
from design to final transactions. 

The platform is a workflow platform to
support all steps between the registration
of a developer to the request for issuance
of a project, including all steps in between.
The following list provides an overview of
the steps that are tracked in the project:

Project registration
Validation process
Validation report and final MADD
(Mitigation Activity Design Document)
Submission of project documentation
along with requests for authorization &
approval (Depending on country
requirements and process, as described
in national Article 6.2 frameworks.)
Monitoring and uploading of
monitoring information

Platform Use Case

The platform additionally features a
modular approach, which supports the
continuously evolving situation of Article
6.2, enabling revisions and updates over
time.

Validation & verification report
Request for issuance
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The use of the platform takes reduces
workloads on national and government
entities managing Article 6.2 activities. In
this sense, project developers, validators,
and verifiers can actively manage their role
in Article 6.2 activities while having fewer
delays than in the case of manually
operated procedures managing projects. At
the same time, use of the platform will
enable a comprehensive overview for
national administrators, alongside a
granular view of every project document or
report which is required in the processing
of projects. 

Lastly, the platform simplifies the process
of building capacity for stakeholders by
offering a checklist view of the required
documents in a project. Country inputs are
still necessary, but the platform provides a
smooth process - users will be able to
follow a simple process of document
submission and approval, fulfilling all
requirements along the way.



General information: date; # of approval, Party; issuing authority, contact
information and elements for authentication.

Details of the mitigation activity, e.g., methodology/sector, type, crediting
period, and monitoring.

Reference to accounting methodology and monitoring requirements.

Confirmation and information on how the activity contributes to sustainable
development in the host country.

Explanation of the activity contribution to the NDC implementation and the
purposes referred to in Article 6.1.

Reference to the purpose of future ITMOS authorization: for NDC use or
OIMP.

Authorization of participating entities, a signal that they would be able to claim
mitigation outcomes and later request authorization and transfer of ITMOs.

Reference to share of proceeds (SoP) and overall mitigation of global
emissions (OMGE) provisions.

Link to a public repository of the approval.
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The following checklist presents the essential content that must be produced to
issue approvals and authorizations. As discussed in this module, activity approval
and the authorization of ITMOs are not the same. Parties can review and evaluate
documentation for a project, including design, to issue an approval. Later, when
the emission reduction or mitigation outcome has occurred, authorization will
occur for the ITMO to be used towards the achievement of an NDC or OIMP. 

Checklist of content for approval

Checklist: Required content for approval
and authorization

The following content is required for the issuance of an approval:



General information: date; #of authorization; Party; issuing authority,
contact information and elements for authentication.

Details of the mitigation activity, e.g., methodology/sector, type crediting
period, and monitoring.

Reference to accounting methodology.

Cooperative approach from which MOs/ITMOs are authorized.

Amount and details of MOs/ITMOs authorized towards NDC/OIMP.

NDC implementation period.

Authorized entities, including scope of authorization.

Special condition applicable to the authorization, including permissible
changes and cancellation, if envisaged.

Applicable share of proceeds (SoP) and overall mitigation of global emissions
(OMGE) provisions.
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Checklist of content for authorization

The following content is required for the issuance of an authorization:

Link to a public repository of the authorization.
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The first Article 6.2 projects are also now
beginning to be implemented and
developed. For example, Switzerland and
Ghana have begun the development of
projects under their cooperation, and key
documents are publicly available from
the process. The following link contains
documentation for a registered Article
6.2 project in Ghana, including the Letter
of Authorization, MADD, validation
report, and initial report.  

Example: Article 6.2 Letter of
Authorization

Considering the importance of
authorization in Article 6.2, it remains an
important topic of discussion. Different
stakeholders in various sectors are
providing inputs and developing
materials that can support Parties that
are looking to build their capacity and
develop processes needed for issuing
authorizations.

One such example is Gold Standard, who
has developed a letter of authorization
template for “project activities seeking 

compliance with requirements for credits
authorised for use under Article 6 of the
Paris agreement.”, which is linked above
for Parties to review.

https://www.bafu.admin.ch/bafu/de/home/themen/klima/fachinformationen/verminderungsmassnahmen/kompensation/ausland/registrierte-projekte.html
https://globalgoals.goldstandard.org/501-letter-of-authorisation-for-use-under-article-6-template/
https://globalgoals.goldstandard.org/501-letter-of-authorisation-for-use-under-article-6-template/
https://globalgoals.goldstandard.org/501-letter-of-authorisation-for-use-under-article-6-template/


MODULE 5.
Governance, regulatory and Institutional framework
for cooperative approaches under Article 6.2

The institutional set-up and processes required for the operationalization of
cooperative approaches.
How the policy and regulatory framework for Article 6.2 can be integrated
with existing national frameworks .

After this session, participants should have a good understanding of the
following:
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As described in Module 2, national
objectives for engaging in participatory
approaches under Article 6, and the
sectoral orientation of such objectives,
will vary from country to country. A
common objective for carbon market
mechanisms is to mobilize finance,
both by increasing foreign direct
investments and by domestic
leveraging. Another common objective
is stimulating action in specific sectors
or for specific activities/technologies.

Article 6.2 Strategy elements of a national framework for
operationalization that are presented
below could be part of such a strategy.
There is also likely a need for broad
consultations and consideration of
other strategies, policy frameworks,
and development priorities when
outlining the Article 6.2 participation
strategy. 

An Article 6.2 strategy should
drive the participatory decision-
making process and be the
driver of an Article 6.2
Framework

The interplay between addressing
climate change, meeting NDCs and Paris
Agreement commitments, achieving
prioritized sustainable development
goals, and supporting sustainable
economic growth will all feed into
consideration of a national strategy for
participating in Article 6.  The
development of an Article 6.2 strategy
should consider and build upon other
national policies and planning, including
national development policy, the policy
and regulatory framework for climate
change, and sectoral policies – such as
those for energy, forestry, waste, etc.

An Article 6.2 strategy will provide assurance and certainty to other
countries looking to engage in cooperative approaches, and provide
guidance to ministries, agencies, and the private sector in the country
which may be involved in the identification, promotion, or approval of
Article 6.2 activities.

Once objectives have been set, the
government may want to consider a
strategy for achieving the objectives.
The near-term strategy and the 
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Sectoral coverage - The government
may want to define which sectors will be
targeted, and which types of activities
are preferred in these sectors.
Article 6.2 participation and medium
and long-term objectives - This is
about how participation in cooperative
approaches impacts national policy and
development in the short-term, which
could mean the coming five-year period
or up to 2030 (NDC), or long-term,
which could mean how Article 6.2
should be used to reach a net-zero
target in 2050 (LT-LEDS). 
Ensuring activities go beyond NDC
targets - The strategy can be informed
by an NDC implementation plan that
outlines what activities (policies and
interventions) will lead to achieving the
unconditional NDC target ·and what
activities will go beyond those activities.
Requires technical and analytical
capacity to assess whether a given
project or transfer of mitigation
outcomes could risk non-compliance
with NDC pledges.

The definition of the institutional
arrangements for Article 6.2
Implementation processes
Article 6.2. regulatory framework

The strategy can include, among others,
the following considerations: 

The institutions in place for the
operationalization of Article 6.2 shall
have the legal mandate to exercise their
responsibilities.

Article 6.2 Framework
An Article 6.2 framework is the
basis for the operationalization of
Article 6.2 and secures the
achievement of the Article 6.2
participation targets as
established in the strategy

This Article 6.2 framework supports the
strategy implementation and includes:

Institutional arrangements for
Article 6.2

Governance involves institutionalizing a
structure for decision-making and oversight
at the highest levels. The entity/entities that
will provide governance, will be tasked with
ensuring that:

Efforts to engage in Article 6.2 reflect
national objectives and goals.

Near-term strategic decisions result in
design decisions that are compatible
with national policy, priorities, and
needs.

Long-term decisions establish and
maintain preparedness for national
attractiveness that enable participation.

Appropriate decisions are made
regarding approaches to markets,
approval of mitigation activities, and
allocation, registration, and tracking of
mitigation outcomes. 

Article 6.2 Oversight Body.

Countries may want to have a body that
provides long-term 
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oversight and political guidance related
to the operationalization of Article 6. This
oversight body will be responsible for a
longer-term oversight, to support the
process of adopting the necessary
legislation and institutional mandates,
and to oversee that the processes, once
established, work as intended. 

It is expected that this high-level
oversight body involves inter-ministerial
collaboration and be comprised of
representatives from more than one
ministry. This body should receive
periodic information, among others, of
NDC implementation and performance,
existing cooperative approaches, and
new cooperation opportunities,
approvals, and authorizations.

In many cases, countries will be able to
build on existing bodies working with
climate change that could provide advisory
and operational functions regarding Article
6.2. Whether such a body exists or not,
oversight must be institutionalized for this
particular purpose, i.e., at an early stage, a
body may receive a mandate to initially
advise, and later also monitor, the
development of the national framework
for operationalizing Article 6. 

The oversight body can arrange support
through advisory or technical committees
under its responsibility. The body
responsible for oversight may or may not
include responsibilities for coordination
and harmonization of the various pieces
of the national framework puzzle. The
alternative would be to see the
coordination and harmonization tasks as
more of an administrative task for an
implementing institution (see Article 6.2
Unit on the next page).

As shown in Figure 12 on the next page,
the oversight body will:

Advise on Article 6.2 participation
strategy at the highest level of the
government

Monitor the implementation of the
Article 6.2 framework

Ensure coordination and harmonization
with other climate and sectoral
initiatives

Ensure sustainability of Article 6.2
institutional arrangements
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The Article 6.2 unit within the
government will be responsible for the
day-to-day operation of Article 6.2
related issues. This includes elaborating
the Article 6.2 strategy into a detailed
Article 6.2 set of mandates, processes
procedures, instructions, and ensuring
the responsible bodies are given tasks
have the resources to perform them. A
competent authority of sufficient scale is
required to implement the framework. 

The day-to-day operation of Article 6.2
activities and related processes may be
handled by a different entity than the
oversight body previously described. This
could be a ministry department or a
separate government agency, but it is
important that it is an implementation
body for government policy. Depending on
national circumstances, the competent
authority – the Article 6.2 unit – could
consist of several different bodies. In these
cases, one body will likely have
coordination responsibilities.

Figure 12 - Oversight body functions

Article 6.2 Unit
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Definition and implementation of the
national Article 6.2 framework

Share of proceeds administration

Technical support so that activity
developers can initiate and operate
projects and programmes

Registry administration

This Article 6.2 unit, normally part of a
ministry, should be the liaison with that
higher level body and be responsible for,
among other matters:

In Figure 13 on the next page, the Article
6.2 Unit will be tasked with defining the
responsibilities for the processes. This is
one way to organize the framework, but
as above, countries may have other
solutions where these processes are
managed by different units. If this is the
case, one unit should be coordinating
these processes. 

Bilateral cooperation means that a
negotiated approach and buy-in from
both countries are needed for the
implementation of the cooperative
approach. The cooperative agreement
may need to define ways of managing
conflicts that may arise during the
implementation of the approach. This
may not require a separate designated
body, however, any oversight body or the
Article 6.2 unit should have the mandate
to support the negotiation and the
development of the bilateral agreement. 

Framework implementation
processes

This unit should also coordinate with
UNFCCC reporting units and those
responsible for the Enhanced Transparency
Framework (ETF) implementation, if not
under its authority.

Processes for determining eligible
mitigation activities (Module 3)
Approval of cooperative approaches
Approval of Article 6.2 activities
(Module 3)
Authorization of use and ITMOs
transfers
Processes for the verification and
issuance of ITMOs 
Process for managing the
infrastructure for ITMOs tracking 
Application of corresponding
adjustments
Processes for integrating Article 6.2
reporting and accounting in the
national system for the UNFCCC
reporting (fulfilling UNFCCC reporting
requirements for cooperative
approaches)
Provisions for non-compliance of
different actors in the activity
generation cycle.

Managing bilateral agreements

The national framework needs to
manage several processes. 

It is useful to ensure that determination
of eligibility of Article 6.2 activities, and
the design of the activity cycle is aligned 

and agreed with the counterparts of the
cooperation agreement.
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The process for determining eligible
activities needs to include a definition of
the roles of the Article 6.2 Unit, the
oversight body, and/or government
ministries for the relevant sectors. The
process also can include an approach for
the identification of activities and for the
screening against eligibility criteria. One
approach is to define a standardized
classification of eligible activities, for
instance through positive or negative
lists. The eligibility criteria need to be
disseminated to relevant ministries,
other government agencies, and the
private sector. One way of identifying

Figure 13 – Article 6.2 Unit tasks

Processes for determining eligible
mitigation activities (Module 3)

Processes for approval of Article 6.2
activities and participants (Module 3)

The path from the identification of an
Article 6.2 activity to the issuance and
tracking of ITMOs requires multiple
processes, i.e. the acitivity cycle (Module 3).

First, there must be clear criteria for the
accounting of emission reductions at the
activity level:

potential Article 6.2 activities is to call for
proposals with clear criteria for application.

Accepted accounting methodologies.
Process for accepting deviations from
those methodologies and their
applicability criteria.
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The approval can include authorizing
participation in the cooperative approach.
The process must also include the steps
that proponents need to take when seeking
approval, and provisions/requirements for
validation. 

While the Article 6.2 Unit has the overall
responsibility of managing the activity
cycle, the issuance of units / ITMOs and
managing the infrastructure could lie
with a body inside or outside the Article
6.2 Unit, e.g. a ‘registry administrator’.
However, main actions such as issuance,
first transfers of ITMOs, etc would only
take place upon instructions from the
Article 6.2 Unit. 

Module 3 introduced the differences
between approval and authorization. It also
described the different authorization steps
that may be required. Verification and
issuance of the mitigation outcome provide
the basis for authorization of ITMOs
transfer and use. This requires:

Module 4 dedicates an entire section to
discuss corresponding adjustments and
their main characteristics and implications.
In the process for the application of
corresponding adjustments, a transferring
country must ensure that the issuance of
ITMOs is reflected in the national inventory
(the emissions balance) for reporting and
transparency purposes. Otherwise, double
counting events may occur, which
negatively affects environmental integrity
criteria (Module 3). 

Processes for approval of Article 6.2
activities and participants (Module 3)

Eligible independent entities/verifiers
(consider how local verification
capabilities can be developed over
time). 

Verification of technical requirements,
including the level of assurance .

A clear mandate for the Article 6.2
Unit to authorize ITMOs.

The process also needs to include a
procedure for disputes and the resolution
of approval and authorization decisions.

A process for the application of
corresponding adjustments

Process related to infrastructure for
ITMOs tracking

As stated in Module 2, countries
participating in Article 6.2 are required
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to have access to a registry to track ITMOs.
Each country needs to assess the best
alternative to register and track ITMOs and
try to minimize the time and financial
investment to develop this infrastructure.
As discussed in Modules 2 and 3, countries
have multiple registry alternatives.

[20] Spalding-Fecher, R., A. Kohli, J. Fussler, D. Broekhoff and L Schneider (2020) Practical
strategies to avoid overselling

Regarding the first bullet, it is important
that the country analyses the role of Article
6.2 in its NDC and long-term mitigation
strategy. The country also needs to identify
mitigation opportunities available (cost,
reduction potential, other impacts) to
ensure that it does not sell the ‘lowest-
hanging fruits’. The country must also be
clear on the policies, measures, and actions
it needs to implement to meet the
unconditional goals of its NDC. This
provides a basis for assessing the potential
for Article 6.2 to support mitigation beyond
the NDC targets. A possible approach for
the second bullet is to keep a share of the
mitigation outcomes generated under the
cooperative approach. The third bullet
could mean using a share of proceeds
(authorization or transfer fee) for setting
up a fund that can be used for additional
mitigation actions. 

This is elaborated on in Module 6. In
addition, countries are to establish
processes for informing Article 6.2
participation to track progress towards
NDC implementation, considering risks of
overselling.

Processes for integrating Article 6.2
reporting and accounting in the national
system for the UNFCCC reporting
(fulfilling UNFCCC reporting
requirements for cooperative
approaches)

The host country can adopt several
strategies to avoid overselling. These can
be grouped into three broad groups of
strategies that could reduce the
overselling risks related to transferring
low-cost emission reductions [20]

Ensuring that activities that the
country intends to use for the NDC
are not part of the mitigation
activities used for Article 6.2
cooperation. 

Not transferring all the mitigation
outcomes that are generated from
cooperative mitigation actions. 

Implementing pricing strategies that
create a pool of funds to invest in
additional mitigation if necessary. 

Provisions for non-compliance of
different actors in the activity
generation cycle

Provisions for non-compliance of different
participants in the activity generation cycle
should be determined and implemented by
a host country. This process entails
establishing a set of criteria for non-
compliance —fees and provisions— at
different stages of the activity cycle and
protocol or procedure to follow when non-
compliance occurs. 
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The processes described on the previous
pages and part of the Article 6.2
framework, described in Module 5, need to
be incorporated into national policies and
the national regulatory framework .
Countries are to decide the most
appropriate regulatory instrument(s) to
integrate Article 6.2 related matters into
the national legislative framework. The
institutional setup will have to be
accompanied by a set of policies,
legislation, and regulations to support the
proper implementation of the Article 6.2
framework implementation processes. This
setup will define everything from eligibility
criteria and processes for international
cooperation to mandating institutions to
take on specific roles and responsibilities
for managing cooperation and establishing
institutional and technical infrastructure
required for such management.

Integration of Article 6.2
operational provisions in the
country regulatory framework

Operationalization of the Article 6.2
framework processes requires policy and
legislation (regulations, by-laws,
instructions) and will need to reflect the
requirements of the Article 6.2 guidance
for cooperative approaches, as well as
national objectives. Thus, the processes 

and structures established need to be
bespoke to the country, and there will be
no one solution for all countries. It is also
important that the regulatory and
institutional frameworks cover the
different components of participation in
cooperative approaches. 

In the incorporation of Article 6.2 process
into the regulatory framework, there are
several options and alternatives that a
government must address. The choices
can be informed by consultation
processes, parliamentary-led assessments
and analyses, as well as external analyses.
The capacity to participate and the
expected level of determination will dictate
these decisions, to some extent. All
decisions should be in line with the Article
6.2 strategy and the near-term and long-
term objectives for using Article 6. 

It is possible that legislation and
regulations are developed piecemeal, at
different points in time, and not in a
coherent package. Technical regulations
and instructions to implementing bodies
can also be included at a later stage.
However, it is useful to think holistically
about all the rules and mandates that
relate to Article 6.2 – considering them as
a national framework for Article 6.2
operationalization.
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Background information
and deep dive

The Paris Agreement represents a bottom-
up approach with a relatively weak
compliance regime, building primarily on
transparent reporting as the means for
assessing progress against its objectives.
The cornerstone of the Paris Agreement is
the NDCs, which contain a variety of types
of mitigation targets. This variety impacts
the design of the framework for carbon
market mechanisms as there is no centrally
governed harmonization or standardization
of targets, tradable units, or requirements
on mitigation actions. 
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What is the public-sector
capacity and resources for
participation?

To attract investment and to host
mitigation actions with sustainable
development co-benefits, a secure business
environment, a clear regulatory framework,
and good governance, are important
elements. Policymakers can benefit from 

Under the Kyoto Protocol, developing
countries participated in the international
carbon market as hosts for CDM projects
without having legally binding quantitative
targets. Under the Paris Agreement,
developing countries have targets through
their NDCs and can participate as sellers or
buyers of mitigation outcomes. This calls
for a stronger involvement of transferring
country governments when participating in
international carbon markets under the
Paris Agreement. 
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the knowledge and experience gathered by
countries through the implementation of
the Kyoto Protocol’s market mechanisms.
However, there are several new
responsibilities under Article 6.2 and the
experience from the Kyoto mechanisms will
only be useful for parts of the capacity
needed.

The approval of CDM activities implied
confirming that participation was
voluntary and contributed to sustainable
development in the country. There was no
compliance risk for the transferring
country. As a result, most countries were
willing to deliver approvals without
implementing complicated approval
processes. Assessing the activity’s
contribution to sustainable development
will remain important but will not be the
sole aspect. Countries are expected to
report to the UNFCCC ex post on how
mitigation actions contribute to the NDCs
of host and partner countries and are
expected to be consistent with sustainable
development and environmental integrity
requirements. Consequently, countries
will have to regulate Article 6.2
implementation domestically, adopting
procedural rules and content; for
example, ensuring that Article 6.2
activities contribute to the NDCs of host
and partner countries, are in line with
their national climate policies and
development priorities, as well ensuring
activities are integrated into their national
MRV and accounting systems. 

MO as a financial and
environmental asset. Why
Ministries of finance require a
role in the process.
In the situation where the country transfers
ITMOs to another country for direct use
towards the NDC, the need for national
legislation related to carbon assets could
be limited. However, where ITMOs are
traded before NDC use or when authorized
and transferred for other international
mitigation purposes – trade could occur
before the ITMO is finally used. In those
cases, the ITMO (or the unit representing
the ITMO) will become an asset in the
domestic or international carbon market. 

Carbon assets need to be regulated. The
definition and legal treatment of carbon
assets vary across jurisdictions, reflecting
different legal traditions and regulatory
frameworks. For carbon asset trading, it is
normally the case that specific public
authorities or bodies need to be
established with mandates established
through legislation relating specifically to
carbon trading.

The best approach for a country will
depend on the existing legislative context
for taxation and financial accounting, as
well as existing property rights
frameworks. For the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme (ETS), the EU chose to add
allowances and carbon credits eligible for
the EU ETS to the Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive (MiFID), thus not
creating a separate legislative financial
framework for the trade of carbon assets. 
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The best approach for a country will
depend on the existing legislative context
for taxation and financial accounting, as
well as existing property rights
frameworks. For the EU Emissions Trading
Scheme (ETS), the EU chose to add
allowances and carbon credits eligible for
the EU ETS to the Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive (MiFID), thus not
creating a separate legislative financial
framework for the trade of carbon assets. 

recorded in the National Registry System
on Climate Change Control (Sistem Registri
Nasional Pengendalian Perubahan Iklim –
SRN PPI). The SRN PPI is the body that is
responsible for monitoring carbon
emissions within the context of Indonesia’s
NDC target. These developments of
Indonesia highlights the regulation of an
emerging domestic compliance market
and provides an example for possible
future international trading. 

An example of how a carbon asset can be
defined is found in the recent legislation in
Indonesia, the Presidential Regulation No
98/2021 on Carbon Pricing (PR 98/2021)
issued in October 2021. The PR98/2021
stipulates that carbon trading can involve
two types of units, (i) allowances allocated
under emissions trading and (ii) GHG
emission reduction certificates or carbon
credits generated through carbon crediting
mechanisms. The law refers to the term
‘carbon units’ as evidence of carbon
ownership in the form of a certificate,
expressed in one ton of CO2eq, as 

The Voluntary Carbon Market (VCM) has so
far typically not been regulated in national
jurisdictions but with developing countries
having targets through their NDCs and
developing national carbon pricing
systems, this may change. However, any
regulation also depends on what the
country wants to regulate. In the case of
Singapore, there is an ambition to become
a hub for carbon trade. However, with
there may be no need for further
regulations as the necessary legal
framework is already in place to facilitate
trading. 



One of the key components of Article 6.2
operation is a registry that can track the
various stages of the project cycle, as well
as accounting for units later. Parties to
the Paris Agreement looking to
participate in Article 6.2, or with already
signed agreements to participate in
Article 6.2 cooperation, have already
begun developing and implementing
national registries for this purpose. 

Case Study: Peru’s
RENAMI

Importantly, it includes a list of public
documents and templates that support
Article 6.2 operation. This case study
briefly describes three key documents
and highlights their importance in the
implementation of Article 6.2 cooperative
approaches.
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out by the government in the
achievement of the NDC, as well as in
other policies, plans, programmes or
projects, and serving the long-term low
emissions development strategy (LT-
LEDS).

One such example is Peru, which has
developed the Registro National de
Medidas de Mitigación de GEI (RENAMI,
National Registry of GHG Mitigation
Actions), for the purpose of tracking
international units and accounting,
registering, monitoring, and managing
information towards advancing emission
reductions and removals of GHG.
Additionally, RENAMI also serves to track
other information such as co-benefits
and financing, among others. It is public,
enabling greater transparency of
mitigation actions and providing
developers and other stakeholders the
documents and information they need to
support projects. The registry also tracks
unconditional measures that are carried 

Template for no-objection letter
for the transfer of units

The letter includes key information
necessary for posteriorly transferring
units, however, is clear in identifying that
it does not represent an authorization
letter per se. 

Among it, it asks for a description of the
activity:

Name of mitigation activity
Proponent entity
Applied standard
Estimated total reductions
Estimated total reductions for
transfer
Transfer period

https://products.markit.com/br-reg/public/peru-public/#/home
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The letter therefore serves to identify the
mitigation activity, and highlight that it is
in compliance with the applicable laws and
processes, and particularly the framework
law of Peru on governing cooperative
approaches (Ley Marco sobre el Cambio
Climático N° 30754).

The document includes sections that can be
filled out by project developers to ensure
that their planned activity meets the
required criteria. From there, the developer
is asked to fill out pertinent information,
such as relevant methodologies, emissions
data, financing sources, and monitoring
systems. This is the case for requirements
for:

RENAMI’s included letter of authorization
for the transfer of units is also
straightforward. It requests only some
key information:

Name of mitigation activity
Proponent entity
Applied standard
Annual emissions reductions 

Template for an authorization of
transfer of units letter

The letter authorizes the mitigation
measure to be transferred internationally.

Monitoring protocol for
mitigation action

Peru’s RENAMI additionally serves other
functions rather than only serving as a tool
to track units that have already been
created. It also serves to track progress in
the implementation of a project and
includes a protocol for the monitoring of
an ongoing activity. 

This is supported by specific data
requirements, calculations, and protocols
for the evaluation of co-benefits. Through
its application, Peru creates clarity in the
requirements for projects, and supports
project developers and other key players
in identifying their role and expectations. 

Data parameters

Calculations of emissions reductions
and removal of sinks

Co-benefits and benefits towards
sustainable development 

Monitoring of project financing



Another early-adopting country currently
driving Article 6 implementation is
Ghana, and through their development
of an national Article 6.2 Framework,
they have been able to set out the
processes, procedures, and institutional
arrangements necessary for Article 6.2
operation.  

Case Study: Ghana Article
6 Office
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coordination and oversight, rule making,
and technical advisory, respectively. On
the other hand, the Article 6 office
operates the daily requirements and
work to be carried out in Article 6.2
implementation on a daily and ad hoc
basis. 

In their framework, the necessary
institutional arrangements are defined:

Article 6 inter-ministerial group
Article 6 board
Article 6 technical committee
Article 6 office

These entities that are outlined in the
Article 6 framework have varying
responsibilities; however, this case study
goes into detail regarding the
responsibilities and arrangements of the
Article 6 office in Ghana, which has a
unique role in running day-to-day
activities of Article 6.2. Specifically, the
first 3 entities listed, namely the Article 6
inter-ministerial group, board, and
technical committee, run policy 

Office Responsibilities

In an Article 6.2 Framework, it is important
for Parties to set out the specific
responsibilities, operating structure, and
relevant staff that will coordinate
activities. This includes for operation of
the processes that are set out as part of
the Article 6.2 Framework as well as the
daily operation of the office itself. As such,
prospective Parties can work to identify
these clearly, and set up a structure that
will serve to efficiently run each process.

The following responsibilities for an
Article 6.2 office are listed in Ghana’s
Article 6.2 Framework:

Lists eligible auditors to carry out
validation and verification.

Define the criteria for the threshold
for a small-scale project for the
approval of the Article 6.2 Board. 



Publish the list of projects and project
entities generating MOs for Article 6.2

Review and register eligible projects and
their crediting period.

Issue letters of assurance, endorsement
and authorization to prospective
mitigation activity participants. 

Implement issuance based on the
approval by A6.BD.

Execute transfer of Article 6 units

Maintain a registry of projects and MOs,
including links with international
registries where required

Implement corresponding adjustments

Provide input to EPA to Report on
projects, units and transfers (in Biennial
Transparency report) for Article 6
Technical Expert Review.

Facilitate MO activity development

The following fees are identified:

Recuperating operating costs

Parties that are developing Article 6.2
processes are also aware that certain
operating costs are incurred in maintaining
staff, executing transfers and supporting
activity development, and ensuring the
sustainability of institutional arrangements.
To do this, Parties can include certain fees
for different parts of the activity generation
cycle or for registrations, approvals, or
authorizations. These fees can then be
employed in supporting responsible staff
and office costs.

In this example, Ghana also identifies fees
that will support Article 6.2 operation. Fees
will be applied to all activities that seek a
corresponding adjustment under Article 6,
as well as mitigation outcome activities
that use international standards such as
voluntary carbon projects. 

Fee for registration and issuance.
Listing fee in the registry.
Share of proceeds fee for adaptation.
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Oversight body, with the following functions:

Article 6.2 Unit for Daily operation:

Documented processes for determining eligible mitigation activities.

Documented processes for approval of Article 6.2 activities.

Documented processes for authorizations, issuance of MOs, and for
managing the ITMO tracking infrastructure.

Documented process for the application of corresponding adjustments.

Documented process for informing Article 6.2 participation in view of tracking
progress towards NDC implementation, taking into consideration overselling risks.
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Article 6.2 frameworks are a key and central piece of Article 6.2 activities
nationally. They serve to govern Article 6.2 activities from inception to the later
management and accounting of international transfers, as well as the reporting
obligations and UNFCCC requirements.

Checklist: Content of an Article 6.2
Framework

The following checklist presents the key processes and entities that must be set
up as part of an Article 6.2 framework, and Parties can use it as a brief initial
overview of the requirements.

Advise on Article 6.2 participation strategy at high government levels.
Monitor Article 6.2 framework implementation.
Coordinate and harmonize plans with other initiatives.
Ensure the sustainability of institutional arrangements.

Defining and implementing the Article 6.2 framework.
Administrating Share of Proceeds.
Technical support.
Administrating the registry.

Documented process for integrating Article 6.2 reporting and accounting into the
national system for UNFCCC reporting (fulfilling UNFCCC reporting requirements
for cooperative approaches).

Provisions for non-compliance of different actors in the activity generation cycle.



MODULE 6.
Reporting to the UNFCCC

 Article 6.2 and its relationship with the Enhanced Transparency
Framework (ETF) under Article 13 of the Paris Agreement 
Specific Article 6.2 reporting requirements.

After this session, participants should have a good understanding of the
following:
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This module outlines the ETF and
describes how reporting and
accounting under Article 6.2 are
integrated with the ETF, in particular
the process of tracking progress
towards implementing and
achievement of the NDC. National
reporting under the Paris Agreement
requires enhanced institutional
arrangements, including ensuring the
avoidance of double counting
mandated by Article 4 and Article 6 of
the Paris Agreement.

General information about
reporting, review, and accounting
under the Paris Agreement

 1) Transparency of action is meant to
provide a clear understanding of actions
that contribute to achieving the objective
of the Paris Agreement, including
tracking of progress of the NDCs under
Article 4 and Parties' adaptation actions
under Article 7.

 2) Transparency of support is meant to
provide clarity on the support received by
countries and the support provided by
countries. The overall aim of the design of
the ETF is to build and maintain mutual
trust and confidence which is a key
foundation for effective implementation of
the Paris Agreement. [21]

[21] Paris Agreement, Article 31, paragraph 1
Source: ETF Reference Manual

The ETF is a cornerstone of the Paris
Agreement and implies a step-up of 

Figure 14 - The Enhanced Transparency Framework: The Big Picture 

reporting for developing countries
compared to the earlier arrangements
under the UNFCCC. The ETF serves two
main purposes:
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The ETF should support countries and
facilitate the national accounting of NDC
achievements. In this regard, complying
with the rules and guidance of the ETF,
and improving national systems step by
step, will ensure that countries can
participate in Article 6.2 and account for
the transfer of mitigation outcomes in a
way that ensures environmental integrity
and robust accounting. 

The facilitative multilateral consideration
of progress (FMCP) is for countries to
inform the international community about
what they are doing and share best
practice and experience. The current
international assessments and reviews,
and the international consultation and
analysis process will be replaced by the
technical expert reviews, and the FMCP.
The technical review and the FMCP
together result in recommendations,
encouragements, and suggestions to a
country on how to improve adherence to
the reporting requirements and an
opportunity to learn from the approaches,
successes, and failures of other countries.
The two mechanisms also facilitate
stakeholders’ understanding of the
country’s efforts, challenges, and
progress, and facilitate the formulation of
the country’s capacity-building needs.
They also contribute to the global
stocktake. The FMCP will use information
in the Biennial Transparency Report, 

Countries must report biennially on their
progress towards their NDC targets in
their biennial transparency report (BTR)
and will also need to submit a national
GHG inventory report. For this purpose,
Parties should implement an overarching
framework for enhanced transparency,
including but not limited to, monitoring,
reporting, and verification (MRV) of
mitigation outcomes at various levels
(national, sectoral, and activity levels),
and tracking progress toward NDC
achievement. 

Regular reporting

with the guidance and relevant decisions
of the CMA, including recommendations
for how to address inconsistencies in
quantified information. The technical
expert review team shall forward its
reports for consideration to the Technical
Expert Review under the ETF for
consideration, and the reports shall be
made publicly available on the
centralized accounting and recording
platform.

The ETF consists of three main elements:
reporting, a technical review, and a
multilateral facilitative assessment process. 

Technical Expert Review

The information submitted by all the
participating Parties on a cooperative
approach shall be reviewed by an Article
6.2 technical expert review team. The
technical expert review team shall
prepare a report on its review with
recommendations to the participating
Party on how to improve consistency 

The facilitative multilateral
consideration of progress 
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the technical expert review teams report,
and any additional information the
country wants to present. The country
will be asked to respond to any question
from other countries. 

In addition to the requirements under
the ETF, countries engaged in Article 6.2
have additional reporting requirements:

The ETF offers flexibility to any country in
light of its capacity (Article 13, paragraph
2). Least developed countries (LDCs) and
small island developing states (SIDS) can
submit the required reports “at their
discretion” (decision 18/CMA.1, paragraph
4) while developing countries can invoke
“flexibility” (decision 18/CMA.1. Annex.
Section C.) depending on their needs. The
need for flexibility is self-determined and
can be related to the scope, frequency,
and level of detail of reporting as well as
to the scope of the review, where such
flexibility is granted at a provision level.
As an example, countries shall submit
GHG inventory reports no later than two
years after the reported year, but
countries that need flexibility may do so
three years after the reported year
(decision 18/CMA.1, paragraph 58). 

Flexibility

In the Paris Agreement, the national
accounting systems track progress
toward a Party’s NDC and hence will be
as distinct as the Party’s NDCs. Countries
transferring and receiving ITMOs must
include cooperative approaches in the
accounting of their NDCs. 

Accounting

Accounting of mitigation activities that
involve the transfer of ITMOs takes place
regularly through corresponding
adjustments. Accounting for NDCs under
the Paris Agreement is needed to enable
countries to track individual progress
toward their mitigation targets,
understand other countries’ NDC targets
and their progress toward them, and
assess collective progress toward the
long-term mitigation goal. 

Reporting as required
under Article 6.2

Initial report. A country participating in
a cooperative approach does not have
to report anything relating to Article 6.2
ex ante, i.e., before it is engaged in the
transfer of ITMOs. When the country is
on the verge of transferring ITMOs it has
to submit an initial report, showing that
it fulfills the participation requirements
(CMA decision 3, para 18 (a).

Regular information to be included in
the BTRs. Once the cooperative
approach has been initiated and the
initial report submitted, a country has to
report on the cooperative approach in
the BTR (called regular reporting in the
Article 6.2 guidance).

Annual information to be submitted
to the Article 6 Database. The country
shall submit registry information, such
as quantitative information on transfers,
holdings, etc., no later than the 15th of
April every year for the activities during
the year before (called annual
information in the Article 6.2 guidance).
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The Article 6.2 decision does not define a
cooperative approach, beyond that a
cooperative approach is something that
involves the transfer of ITMOs. This means
also that any country can engage in several
cooperative approaches. Since cooperative
approaches are defined by participating
countries, the characteristics of the
approach can differ significantly.

Initial report

The initial report [22] consists of four
sections:

The third section concerns the
accounting of ITMOs and accounting of
the NDC and contains information on
ITMO metrics, the method for applying
corresponding adjustments, and the
method for quantification of the NDC.
Methods for applying corresponding
adjustments refers to a method
selected for multi- or single-year NDCs;
for multi-year year NDCs, this section
discusses whether emissions trajectory,
trajectories, or budget approach should
be used. Quantification is required for
NDC with GHG metrics, non-GHG
metrics, and policies and measures. 

The fourth section includes
information specific to the cooperative
approach, as highlighted in the deep
dive on the next pages.

Information for the initial report is
required for every cooperative approach,
for instance, a country needs to submit
an updated initial report if entering a
new cooperation. 

[22] decision 2/CMA3, annex, paragraph 18 and 19
[23] Decision X. CMA.4. Annex VI. Matters relating to cooperative approaches referred to in
Article 6, paragraph 2, of the Paris Agreement

The first section requires that the
participating Party fulfills the
participation requirements (which are
described in Module 1). 

The second section contains
information about the NDC (target,
target years or periods, types of targets,
reference levels, implementation
periods, scope and coverage, intention
to use cooperative approaches, etc).
This provides an opportunity for a
country that has not submitted a BTR
with updated NDC information to
submit that as part of the initial report. 

Biennial Transparency Report
and Article 6.2

The BTR is the main reporting instrument
under the Paris Agreement. Countries that
engage in Article 6.2 must, as part of the
BTR, provide additional information related
to their participation in a cooperative
approach. In Annex 4 of the BTR [23],
countries report on six areas: 

Their compliance with cooperative
approaches participatory requirements.
This is the same type of information as
provided in the initial report.

1.
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Annual reporting

Annual information is partly electronic
information that can be generated from
the countries’ registries. An electronic
format shall be used, and the
information shall feed into the Article 6
database. The draft format was agreed
upon at COP27 [24].

 
Updates compared to the information
submitted in the initial report, or any
previous BTR, regarding the NDC
information (targets, reference levels,
periods, etc). 

1.
2.

 
 
Information on authorizations (for
participating in a cooperative approach
and the participants) and authorizations
of the use of ITMOs. 

1.
2.
3.

 
 
 
Information on how corresponding
adjustments undertaken in the latest
reporting period ensure that double
counting is avoided and are
representative of progress towards
implementation and achievement of the
Party’s NDC. This includes information
on how those corresponding
adjustments ensure that participation in
cooperative approaches does not lead
to a net increase in emissions across
participating Parties within and between
NDC implementation periods.

1.
2.
3.
4.

 
 
 
 
Information on how the Party has
ensured that ITMOs that have been
used towards achievement of its NDC,
or mitigation outcome(s) that have been
authorized for use and used for other
international mitigation purposes, will
not be further transferred, further
cancelled, or otherwise used.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

 
 
 
 
 
Specific information on each cooperative
approach. This section is partly the same
as for the initial report, but with
requirements for additional details. 

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

In the Annex, it is also possible for a
country to define confidential information. 

The Article 6 database will be established
to record and compile the information
submitted by participating Parties,
through national registries or the
accounts of countries in the international
registry developed by the UNFCCC
Secretariat. The database shall be
integrated with the centralized accounting
and reporting platform (CARP). The
database will record corresponding
adjustments and emissions balances, and
information on ITMOs first transferred,
transferred thereafter, acquired, held,
cancelled, and cancelled for overall
mitigation of global emissions (when
relevant). The database shall also enable
the identification of inconsistencies. 

The CARP will contain non-confidential
information submitted by countries and
can also contain links to publicly available
information submitted by countries. 

Technical Review relating to
Article 6

Information to be reported under Article
13 and Article 6 is subject to technical
expert review in accordance with Section
VII of the modalities, procedures, and 

https://unfccc.int/documents/624366
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selected to track progress towards the
implementation and achievement of its
NDC under Article 4.” Indicators shall be
relevant to a Party’s NDC with examples
including net GHG emissions and
removals, percentage reduction of GHG
intensity, relevant qualitative indicators
for a specific policy or measure,
mitigation co-benefits of adaptation
actions and/or economic diversification
plans or other (e.g., hectares of
reforestation, percentage of renewable
energy use or production, carbon
neutrality, the share of non-fossil fuel in
primary energy consumption, and non-
GHG related indicators). 

guidelines for the ETF and Section V of the
Article 6.2 guidance. The review contains
“a desk or centralized review of the
consistency of the information submitted”
against the guidance (Decision 2/CMA.3,
annex, paragraph 25. An Article 6
technical expert review shall be
undertaken in a manner that minimizes
the burden on Parties and the secretariat.

Once indicators are identified and
selected, every country must provide
information related to the period for
targets and actions, such as the
reference point or level, baselines, and
base years - or starting points defined in
other ways. Article 6.2 states that
countries have to describe how each
indicator is related to the NDC, and for
each indicator describe “how double
counting of net GHG emission reductions
has been avoided, including in
accordance with guidance developed
related to Article 6, if relevant.”

The technical expert review team shall
prepare a report on its review and if
relevant it shall include recommendations
to the participating country. Such
recommendations would likely concern
how to improve consistency with the
Article 6.2 guidance and relevant decisions
of the CMA. The report from the Article 6.2
review team will be forwarded to the
“general” technical review required under
the ETF. The detailed guidance for the
review was agreed upon at COP27
(decision - /CMA.4, Annex II) . 

Tracking NDC progress

As introduced during the course, Article 6.2
participation aims at supporting NDC
implementation and higher ambition. It will
not be possible to understand the progress
that each country and the international
community are making on these goals if
Parties do not track progress towards NDC
achievement. As for any tracking system, a
set of key indicators should inform
decision-makers on progress towards
NDCs. 

The ETF sets the framework for Article 6.2
reporting regarding tracking progress
towards the NDC: “(e)ach Party shall
identify the indicator(s) that it has 

The structured summary synthesizes the
Party’s reported information in a uniform
and consistent manner, which assists
external stakeholders, including other
Parties and the international community,
in viewing each Party’s progress towards
meeting its NDC goal(s). The structured
summary is a key, but not the sole, 
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Figure 15 – National Framework ITMO transfer and corresponding adjustment integration 

Source: Adapted from Reference: Ross K. and H. Winkler (2021) Effective Tracking of
Nationally Determined Contributions: A Case Study on South Africa. Journal of Energy In
Southern Africa Vol 32, No 2, May 2021

means of communicating the Party’s progress towards achieving its NDC - the
Party’s approach to accounting must be clearly described in its BTR. Figure 15
below describes how the national framework must integrate information on ITMO
transfers and corresponding adjustments in the NDC tracking process. 



A. Copy of the authorization by the participating Party (para.
18(g)) 
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Deep Dive: The Initial Report

In COP27, the content of the initial report was further clarified. This deep dive
includes the outline of the initial report as per the decisions stemming from COP27.
The outline included here is information required to be included specifically for
each individual cooperative approach and must be submitted by Parties.

The information to be included in the initial report for each cooperative approach
is as follows:

Background information & deep dive

B. Description of the cooperative approach (para. 18(g)) 

C. Duration of the cooperative approach (para. 18(g)) 

D. Expected mitigation for each year of the duration of the
cooperative approach (para. 18(g)) 

E. Participating Parties involved in the cooperative approach
(para. 18(g)) 

F. Authorized entities (para. 18(g)) 

G. Description of how the cooperative approach ensures
environmental integrity (para. 18(h), to be updated by para.
22(b)) 

1. Description of how the cooperative approach ensures that
there is no net increase in global emissions within and between
NDC implementation periods (para. 18(h)(i), to be updated by
para. 22(b)(i)) 

2. Description of how the cooperative approach ensures
environmental integrity through robust, transparent governance 
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and the quality of mitigation outcomes, including through
conservative reference levels and baselines set in a conservative
way and below ‘business as usual’ emission projections (including
by taking into account all existing policies and addressing
uncertainties in quantification and potential leakage) (para. 18
(h)(ii), to be updated by para. 22(b)(ii)) 

3. Description of how the cooperative approach is minimizing the
risk of nonpermanence of mitigation across several NDC periods
and how, when reversals of emission reductions or removals
occur, the cooperative approach will ensure that these are
addressed in full (para. 18(h)(iii), to be updated by para. 22(b)(iii)) 

H. Additional description of the cooperative approach (para.
18(i)) 

1. Description of how the cooperative approach minimizes and,
where possible, avoids negative environmental, economic and
social impacts (para. 18(i)(i), to be updated by para. 22(f)) 

2. Description of how the cooperative approach reflects the
eleventh preambular paragraph of the Paris Agreement,
acknowledging that climate change is a common concern of
humankind, Parties should, when taking action to address
climate change, respect, promote and consider their respective
obligations on human rights, the right to health, the rights of
indigenous peoples, local communities, migrants, children,
persons with disabilities and people in vulnerable situations and
the right to development, as well as gender equality,
empowerment of women and intergenerational equity (para. 18(i)
(ii), to be updated by para. 22(g)) 
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3. Description of how the cooperative approach is consistent with
the sustainable development objectives of the Party, noting
national prerogatives (para. 18(i)(iii), to be updated by para.
22(h)) 

4. Description of how the cooperative approach applies any
safeguards and limits set out in further guidance from the CMA
pursuant to chapter III.D (para. 18(i)(iv), to be updated by para.
22(i)) 

5. Description of how the cooperative approach contributes
resources for adaptation pursuant to chapter VII (Ambition in
mitigation and adaptation actions), if applicable (para. 18(i)(v), to
be updated by para. 22(j)) 

6. Description of how the cooperative approach delivers overall
mitigation in global emissions pursuant to chapter VII (Ambition
in mitigation and adaptation actions), if applicable (para. 18(i)
(vi), to be updated by para. 22(k))
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The new, main document for reporting in
the ETF is the BTR. The modalities,
procedures, and guidelines of the ETF
specify the content of the BTRs and cover
detailed guidance on: [25]

National circumstances and institutional
arrangements (for instance reporting on
the national focal point, the inventory
preparation process, archiving of
information and QA/QC, and the
processes for approval of the inventory.

National inventory report on
anthropogenic emissions by sources
and removals by sinks of GHGs
(submitted as a stand-alone report or as
a component of a BTR).

Description of the NDC and any
updates; (need to include information
on target and description, target year or
period, reference point (base year),
scope and coverage, use of cooperative
approaches.

BTRs will include a structured summary,
containing information on indicators;
emissions; Land use, land-use change, and
forestry (LULUCF); International Transfer of
Mitigation Outcomes’ (ITMOs). 

Deep Dive: The Biennial
Transparency Report (BTR)

[25] Decision 18/CMA.1. Annex. Section E

The modalities, procedures, and
guidelines of the ETF require Parties to
report, in its structure summary in the
BTR, “how each cooperative approach
promotes sustainable development; and
ensures environmental integrity and
transparency, including in governance;
and applies robust accounting to ensure
inter alia the avoidance of double
counting.” 

Information necessary to track progress
made in implementing and achieving
the NDC; mitigation policies and
measures, including those with
mitigation co-benefits resulting from
adaptation actions

Information related to climate change
impacts and adaptation (with clear
linkages to the adaptation
communications).
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The possibility of selecting indicators for
tracking progress and accounting
suggests the following process for
tracking and accounting:

1. Identify the indicators;

2. Provide information on each identified
indicator for the reference point(s),
level(s), baseline(s), base year(s) or
starting point(s) (must be updated if
there is any recalculation of the GHG
inventory);

3. Provide the most recent information for
each identified indicator for each
reporting year during the implementation
period of its NDC under Article 4;

4. Compare steps 2 and 3 to track progress
made in implementing its NDC under
Article 4.

The national accounting system is
designed to assess how the country has
performed toward its pledges and
targets. Accounting can include the
following steps: 

Deep Dive: NDC accounting

[25] Decision 18/CMA.1. Annex. Section E

1. Elaborate details of the target; 

2. Identify the data sets available and
required;

3. Use the data sets to analyse progress
or achievement. 

This is a general approach for countries
to track progress in implementing
nationally determined contributions
using indicators. The national MRV
system is designed to facilitate the
monitoring of data, collect, and analyze
data, and verify the data as part of the
process of the MRV of implementation of
the NDC.

In terms of accounting, mitigation
outcomes transferred to other countries
must be deducted from the achievement of
the NDC target, while mitigation outcomes
acquired can be added to the achievement
of the NDC target (see Key elements in
Article 6.2). Subsequently, mitigation
outcomes transferred must be included in
the data sets in the second step above
(identifying the data sets). This requires
that the transferring countries have full
control over transfers and can track
mitigation outcomes. Article 6.2 tracking
tools must be integrated into or strongly
linked to the NDC tracking systems, to
enable a country to monitor progress in
NDC implementation while keeping the
accounting implications of corresponding
adjustments in mind.



The Climate Action Data Trust, or CAD
Trust, is a newly launched decentralized
metadata system, with the goal of linking,
aggregating, and harmonizing all the
various segments of the carbon markets;
particularly the registry data which is
present around the world. This includes
registries as part of Article 6.2 and
acquires particular importance in the
context of reporting and transparency as
part of global efforts toward the
mitigation of emissions. 

Case Study: Climate
Action Data Trust
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carbon project data, as well as the
reporting of units traded and transferred
under mechanisms such as Article 6.2,
the CAD Trust will also serve to support
transactions, benchmarking, analysis,
and compliance reporting. 

The CAD Trust will provide an ‘open-
source metadata system to share
information about carbon credits and
projects across digital platforms’ which
will enable the future integration of
multiple registry systems through the use
of distributed ledger technology, taking
concepts of decentralization to avoid
double counting in its various forms, and
increase the general transparency and
trust of carbon markets generally.
Through the real-time collection of 

The public-facing metadata will be
available in the following link. It will create
a common data model that can take
multiple data types from registries and is
aiming to launch in December 2022. So far,
there are 30 participating organizations
and 11 national governments, taking part
in 58 testing sessions of simulation data. 

In the context of Article 6.2, Parties can
examine the innovative ways that carbon
markets are set to evolve, such as the
CAD Trust, and use lessons learned for
the development of their own strategies
and registries. This will ensure that they
become attractive partners in reaching
bilateral agreements and driving
ambition through the application of
Article 6.2. In particular, Parties should
look towards initiatives such as the CAD
Trust to make sure that their efforts
under Article 6.2 are possible to be
reported and linked. 

https://climateactiondata.org/
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